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2011 - 2014 Higgs to WW search and measurement 
2015 - 2020 SUSY searches (Top squark, Higgsino, …) 
2015 - 2019 TRT detector operation, ITK asic development

• SuperKEKB/Belle II
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2019 - 2021 KLM operation  
2020 - Present   
  Machine/detector operation (as deputy run coordinator) 
‣ iTOP operation 
‣ accelerator (collimator) operation 
‣ beam background measurement 
‣ beam diagnosis system development 
‣ beam abort system upgrade 
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In B-Factories, e+ and e- collide at 10.58 GeV to make Y(4S) resonance decaying 
into B+B- and B0B0 in 96% of the time. Belle (~1 ab-1) and BaBar (~0.5 ab-1) played 
a crucial role in establishing large CP violation in the B-meson system in the SM 
and constrained on the CKM matrix.

BB threshold

B-Factory idea
• Asymmetric collider ,  

 coherent  pairs 

• Boost of center-of-mass ( )  measure of  

• High luminosity  precision measurements 

• Hermetic detector, high precision in vertexing  closed 
kinematics

e+e− Ecm = m(Υ(4S)) = 10.58 GeV
⇒ BB

βγ = 0.28 ⇒ Δz
⇒

⇒
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Precision CKM measurement
Current status

Observable Belle Belle II (5 ab-1) Belle II (50 ab-1)
|Vcb| incl. 1.8% 1.2% 1.2%
|Vcb| excl. 3.0ex ± 1.4th% 1.8% 1.4%
|Vub| incl. 6.0ex ± 2.5th% 3.4% 3.0%
|Vub| excl. 2.5ex ± 3.0th% 2.4% 1.2%

sin2φ1 (B->J/ψKs) 0.667 ± 0.023 ± 0.012 0.012 0.005
φ2 [deg] 85 ± 4 (Belle +BaBar) 2 0.6

φ3 [deg] (B->D(*)K(*)) 63 ± 13 4.7 1.5

arXiv:1808.10567
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Introduction

Why are semileptonic B decays important?

Precision measurements of the SM:

I Semileptonic B decays used to
extract the CKM matrix elements
|Vub| and |Vcb|,

Potential probes of new physics

I Longstanding anomaly observed in
R(D⇤) measurements.
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William Sutcli↵e on behalf of Belle II Semileptonic B decays at Belle II 14 March 2022, Moriond EW 2 / 12

Precision of |Vcb| and |Vtd| can be improved 
by phenomenology or better calculation of 
lattice QCD.

If 50 ab-1 of data is collected, CKM 
parameters can be precisely measured. 

A large improvement is expected in not 
only φ1 but also in |Vub| , φ2 and φ3 . 

φ2

φ1
φ3

Sensitivity projection
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Anomaly
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Some deviations from the SM in lepton universality measurement (LFU). 

It could be an indication of new physics in O (1-10) TeV (e.g. 3rd gen. Z’ or W’, Leptoquark). 
These anomalies must be well verified. Belle II can measure them independently.

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2003.04831.pdf

B anomalies

arXiv:0804.4412

The decays B → K∗!+!−, where K∗ → Kπ and
!+!− is either an e+e− or µ+µ− pair, arise from flavor-
changing neutral currents (FCNC), which are forbidden
at tree level in the Standard Model (SM). The lowest-
order SM processes contributing to these decays are the
photon or Z penguin and the W+W− box diagrams
shown in Fig. 1. The amplitudes can be expressed in
terms of effective Wilson coefficients for the electromag-
netic penguin, Ceff

7 , and the vector and axial-vector elec-
troweak contributions, Ceff

9 and Ceff

10 respectively, arising
from the interference of the Z penguin and W+W− box
diagrams [1]. The angular distributions in these decays
as a function of dilepton mass squared q2 = m2

!+!− are
sensitive to many possible new physics contributions [2].

We describe measurements of the distribution of the
angle θK between the K and the B directions in the K∗

rest frame. A fit to cos θK of the form [3]

3

2
FL cos2 θK +

3

4
(1 − FL)(1 − cos2 θK) (1)

determines FL, the K∗ longitudinal polarization fraction.
We also describe measurements of the distribution of the
angle θ! between the !+(!−) and the B(B) direction in
the !+!− rest frame. A fit to cos θ! of the form [3]

3

4
FL(1−cos2 θ!)+

3

8
(1−FL)(1+cos2 θ!)+AFB cos θ! (2)

determines AFB, the lepton forward-backward asymme-
try. These measurements are done in a low q2 region
0.1 < q2 < 6.25 GeV2/c4, and in a high q2 region above
10.24 GeV2/c4. We remove the J/ψ and ψ(2S) resonances
by vetoing events in the regions q2 = 6.25-10.24 GeV2/c4

and q2 = 12.96-14.06 GeV2/c4 respectively.
The SM predicts a distinctive variation of AFB arising

from the interference between the different amplitudes.
The expected SM dependence of AFB and FL on q2 along
with variations due to opposite-sign Wilson coefficients
are shown in Fig. 3. At low q2, where Ceff

7 dominates,
AFB is expected to be small with a zero-crossing point
at q2 ∼ 4 GeV2/c4 [4, 5, 6]. There is an experimental con-
straint on the magnitude of Ceff

7 coming from the branch-
ing fraction for b → sγ [6, 7], which corresponds to the
limit q2 → 0. However, a reversal of the sign of Ceff

7 is

q q

b st,c,u
W −

γ , Z

l +

l −

q q

b st,c,u

W +W − ν

l − l +

FIG. 1: Lowest-order Feynman diagrams for b → s!+!−.

allowed. At high q2, the product of Ceff

9 and Ceff

10 is ex-
pected to give a large positive asymmetry. Right-handed
weak currents have an opposite-sign Ceff

9 Ceff

10 which would
give a negative AFB at high q2. Contributions from non-
SM processes can change the magnitudes and relative
signs of Ceff

7 , Ceff

9 and Ceff

10, and may introduce complex
phases between them [3, 8]. An experimental determi-
nation of FL is required to obtain a model-independent
AFB result, and thus avoid drawing possibly incorrect
inferences about new physics from our observations.

We reconstruct signal events in six separate flavor-
specific final states containing an e+e− or µ+µ− pair,
and a K∗(892) candidate reconstructed as K+π−, K+π0

or K0
S
π+ (or their charge conjugates). To understand

combinatorial backgrounds we also reconstruct samples
containing the same hadronic final states and e±µ∓ pairs,
where no signal is expected because of lepton flavor con-
servation. To understand backgrounds from hadrons (h)
misidentified as muons, we similarly reconstruct samples
containing h±µ∓ pairs with no particle identification re-
quirement for the h±.

We use a dataset of 384 million BB pairs collected
at the Υ (4S) resonance with the BABAR detector [9] at
the PEP-II asymmetric-energy e+e− collider. Track-
ing is provided by a five-layer silicon vertex tracker
and a 40-layer drift chamber in a 1.5 T magnetic field.
We identify electrons with a CsI(Tl) electromagnetic
calorimeter, muons with an instrumented magnetic flux
return, and K+ using a detector of internally reflected
Cherenkov light as well as ionization energy loss infor-
mation. Charged tracks other than identified e, µ and
K candidates are treated as pions. Electrons (muons)
are required to have momenta p > 0.3(0.7)GeV/c in the
laboratory frame. We add photons to electrons when
they are consistent with bremsstrahlung, and do not use
electrons that arise from photon conversions to low-mass
e+e− pairs. Neutral K0

S
→ π+π− candidates are required

to have an invariant mass consistent with the nominal K0

mass [10], and a flight distance from the e+e− interac-
tion point which is more than three times its uncertainty.
Neutral pion candidates are formed from two photons
with Eγ > 50 MeV, and an invariant mass between 115
and 155 MeV/c2. We require K∗(892) candidates to have
an invariant mass 0.82 < M(Kπ) < 0.97 GeV/c2.

B → K∗!+!− decays are characterized by the kine-
matic variables mES =

√

s/4 − p∗2B and ∆E = E∗
B −√

s/2, where p∗B and E∗
B are the reconstructed B mo-

mentum and energy in the center-of-mass (CM) frame,
and

√
s is the total CM energy. We define a fit re-

gion mES > 5.2 GeV/c2, with −0.07 < ∆E < 0.04
(−0.04 < ∆E < 0.04) GeV for e+e− (µ+µ−) final
states in the low q2 region, and −0.08 < ∆E < 0.05
(−0.05 < ∆E < 0.05) GeV for high q2. We use the
wider (narrower)∆E windows to select the e±µ∓ (h±µ∓)
background samples.

The most significant background arises from random
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the !+!− rest frame. A fit to cos θ! of the form [3]

3

4
FL(1−cos2 θ!)+

3

8
(1−FL)(1+cos2 θ!)+AFB cos θ! (2)

determines AFB, the lepton forward-backward asymme-
try. These measurements are done in a low q2 region
0.1 < q2 < 6.25 GeV2/c4, and in a high q2 region above
10.24 GeV2/c4. We remove the J/ψ and ψ(2S) resonances
by vetoing events in the regions q2 = 6.25-10.24 GeV2/c4

and q2 = 12.96-14.06 GeV2/c4 respectively.
The SM predicts a distinctive variation of AFB arising

from the interference between the different amplitudes.
The expected SM dependence of AFB and FL on q2 along
with variations due to opposite-sign Wilson coefficients
are shown in Fig. 3. At low q2, where Ceff

7 dominates,
AFB is expected to be small with a zero-crossing point
at q2 ∼ 4 GeV2/c4 [4, 5, 6]. There is an experimental con-
straint on the magnitude of Ceff

7 coming from the branch-
ing fraction for b → sγ [6, 7], which corresponds to the
limit q2 → 0. However, a reversal of the sign of Ceff

7 is

q q
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FIG. 1: Lowest-order Feynman diagrams for b → s!+!−.

allowed. At high q2, the product of Ceff

9 and Ceff

10 is ex-
pected to give a large positive asymmetry. Right-handed
weak currents have an opposite-sign Ceff

9 Ceff

10 which would
give a negative AFB at high q2. Contributions from non-
SM processes can change the magnitudes and relative
signs of Ceff

7 , Ceff

9 and Ceff

10, and may introduce complex
phases between them [3, 8]. An experimental determi-
nation of FL is required to obtain a model-independent
AFB result, and thus avoid drawing possibly incorrect
inferences about new physics from our observations.

We reconstruct signal events in six separate flavor-
specific final states containing an e+e− or µ+µ− pair,
and a K∗(892) candidate reconstructed as K+π−, K+π0

or K0
S
π+ (or their charge conjugates). To understand

combinatorial backgrounds we also reconstruct samples
containing the same hadronic final states and e±µ∓ pairs,
where no signal is expected because of lepton flavor con-
servation. To understand backgrounds from hadrons (h)
misidentified as muons, we similarly reconstruct samples
containing h±µ∓ pairs with no particle identification re-
quirement for the h±.

We use a dataset of 384 million BB pairs collected
at the Υ (4S) resonance with the BABAR detector [9] at
the PEP-II asymmetric-energy e+e− collider. Track-
ing is provided by a five-layer silicon vertex tracker
and a 40-layer drift chamber in a 1.5 T magnetic field.
We identify electrons with a CsI(Tl) electromagnetic
calorimeter, muons with an instrumented magnetic flux
return, and K+ using a detector of internally reflected
Cherenkov light as well as ionization energy loss infor-
mation. Charged tracks other than identified e, µ and
K candidates are treated as pions. Electrons (muons)
are required to have momenta p > 0.3(0.7)GeV/c in the
laboratory frame. We add photons to electrons when
they are consistent with bremsstrahlung, and do not use
electrons that arise from photon conversions to low-mass
e+e− pairs. Neutral K0

S
→ π+π− candidates are required

to have an invariant mass consistent with the nominal K0

mass [10], and a flight distance from the e+e− interac-
tion point which is more than three times its uncertainty.
Neutral pion candidates are formed from two photons
with Eγ > 50 MeV, and an invariant mass between 115
and 155 MeV/c2. We require K∗(892) candidates to have
an invariant mass 0.82 < M(Kπ) < 0.97 GeV/c2.

B → K∗!+!− decays are characterized by the kine-
matic variables mES =

√

s/4 − p∗2B and ∆E = E∗
B −√

s/2, where p∗B and E∗
B are the reconstructed B mo-

mentum and energy in the center-of-mass (CM) frame,
and

√
s is the total CM energy. We define a fit re-

gion mES > 5.2 GeV/c2, with −0.07 < ∆E < 0.04
(−0.04 < ∆E < 0.04) GeV for e+e− (µ+µ−) final
states in the low q2 region, and −0.08 < ∆E < 0.05
(−0.05 < ∆E < 0.05) GeV for high q2. We use the
wider (narrower)∆E windows to select the e±µ∓ (h±µ∓)
background samples.

The most significant background arises from random
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The decays B → K∗!+!−, where K∗ → Kπ and
!+!− is either an e+e− or µ+µ− pair, arise from flavor-
changing neutral currents (FCNC), which are forbidden
at tree level in the Standard Model (SM). The lowest-
order SM processes contributing to these decays are the
photon or Z penguin and the W+W− box diagrams
shown in Fig. 1. The amplitudes can be expressed in
terms of effective Wilson coefficients for the electromag-
netic penguin, Ceff

7 , and the vector and axial-vector elec-
troweak contributions, Ceff

9 and Ceff

10 respectively, arising
from the interference of the Z penguin and W+W− box
diagrams [1]. The angular distributions in these decays
as a function of dilepton mass squared q2 = m2

!+!− are
sensitive to many possible new physics contributions [2].

We describe measurements of the distribution of the
angle θK between the K and the B directions in the K∗

rest frame. A fit to cos θK of the form [3]
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FL cos2 θK +
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4
(1 − FL)(1 − cos2 θK) (1)

determines FL, the K∗ longitudinal polarization fraction.
We also describe measurements of the distribution of the
angle θ! between the !+(!−) and the B(B) direction in
the !+!− rest frame. A fit to cos θ! of the form [3]
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4
FL(1−cos2 θ!)+
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8
(1−FL)(1+cos2 θ!)+AFB cos θ! (2)

determines AFB, the lepton forward-backward asymme-
try. These measurements are done in a low q2 region
0.1 < q2 < 6.25 GeV2/c4, and in a high q2 region above
10.24 GeV2/c4. We remove the J/ψ and ψ(2S) resonances
by vetoing events in the regions q2 = 6.25-10.24 GeV2/c4

and q2 = 12.96-14.06 GeV2/c4 respectively.
The SM predicts a distinctive variation of AFB arising

from the interference between the different amplitudes.
The expected SM dependence of AFB and FL on q2 along
with variations due to opposite-sign Wilson coefficients
are shown in Fig. 3. At low q2, where Ceff

7 dominates,
AFB is expected to be small with a zero-crossing point
at q2 ∼ 4 GeV2/c4 [4, 5, 6]. There is an experimental con-
straint on the magnitude of Ceff

7 coming from the branch-
ing fraction for b → sγ [6, 7], which corresponds to the
limit q2 → 0. However, a reversal of the sign of Ceff

7 is
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FIG. 1: Lowest-order Feynman diagrams for b → s!+!−.

allowed. At high q2, the product of Ceff

9 and Ceff

10 is ex-
pected to give a large positive asymmetry. Right-handed
weak currents have an opposite-sign Ceff

9 Ceff

10 which would
give a negative AFB at high q2. Contributions from non-
SM processes can change the magnitudes and relative
signs of Ceff

7 , Ceff

9 and Ceff

10, and may introduce complex
phases between them [3, 8]. An experimental determi-
nation of FL is required to obtain a model-independent
AFB result, and thus avoid drawing possibly incorrect
inferences about new physics from our observations.

We reconstruct signal events in six separate flavor-
specific final states containing an e+e− or µ+µ− pair,
and a K∗(892) candidate reconstructed as K+π−, K+π0

or K0
S
π+ (or their charge conjugates). To understand

combinatorial backgrounds we also reconstruct samples
containing the same hadronic final states and e±µ∓ pairs,
where no signal is expected because of lepton flavor con-
servation. To understand backgrounds from hadrons (h)
misidentified as muons, we similarly reconstruct samples
containing h±µ∓ pairs with no particle identification re-
quirement for the h±.

We use a dataset of 384 million BB pairs collected
at the Υ (4S) resonance with the BABAR detector [9] at
the PEP-II asymmetric-energy e+e− collider. Track-
ing is provided by a five-layer silicon vertex tracker
and a 40-layer drift chamber in a 1.5 T magnetic field.
We identify electrons with a CsI(Tl) electromagnetic
calorimeter, muons with an instrumented magnetic flux
return, and K+ using a detector of internally reflected
Cherenkov light as well as ionization energy loss infor-
mation. Charged tracks other than identified e, µ and
K candidates are treated as pions. Electrons (muons)
are required to have momenta p > 0.3(0.7)GeV/c in the
laboratory frame. We add photons to electrons when
they are consistent with bremsstrahlung, and do not use
electrons that arise from photon conversions to low-mass
e+e− pairs. Neutral K0

S
→ π+π− candidates are required

to have an invariant mass consistent with the nominal K0

mass [10], and a flight distance from the e+e− interac-
tion point which is more than three times its uncertainty.
Neutral pion candidates are formed from two photons
with Eγ > 50 MeV, and an invariant mass between 115
and 155 MeV/c2. We require K∗(892) candidates to have
an invariant mass 0.82 < M(Kπ) < 0.97 GeV/c2.

B → K∗!+!− decays are characterized by the kine-
matic variables mES =

√

s/4 − p∗2B and ∆E = E∗
B −√

s/2, where p∗B and E∗
B are the reconstructed B mo-

mentum and energy in the center-of-mass (CM) frame,
and

√
s is the total CM energy. We define a fit re-

gion mES > 5.2 GeV/c2, with −0.07 < ∆E < 0.04
(−0.04 < ∆E < 0.04) GeV for e+e− (µ+µ−) final
states in the low q2 region, and −0.08 < ∆E < 0.05
(−0.05 < ∆E < 0.05) GeV for high q2. We use the
wider (narrower)∆E windows to select the e±µ∓ (h±µ∓)
background samples.

The most significant background arises from random
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is compatible with the SM prediction with a p-value of 0.10%. The significance of
this discrepancy is 3.1 standard deviations, giving evidence for the violation of lepton
universality in these decays.
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The decays B → K∗!+!−, where K∗ → Kπ and
!+!− is either an e+e− or µ+µ− pair, arise from flavor-
changing neutral currents (FCNC), which are forbidden
at tree level in the Standard Model (SM). The lowest-
order SM processes contributing to these decays are the
photon or Z penguin and the W+W− box diagrams
shown in Fig. 1. The amplitudes can be expressed in
terms of effective Wilson coefficients for the electromag-
netic penguin, Ceff

7 , and the vector and axial-vector elec-
troweak contributions, Ceff

9 and Ceff

10 respectively, arising
from the interference of the Z penguin and W+W− box
diagrams [1]. The angular distributions in these decays
as a function of dilepton mass squared q2 = m2

!+!− are
sensitive to many possible new physics contributions [2].

We describe measurements of the distribution of the
angle θK between the K and the B directions in the K∗

rest frame. A fit to cos θK of the form [3]

3

2
FL cos2 θK +

3

4
(1 − FL)(1 − cos2 θK) (1)

determines FL, the K∗ longitudinal polarization fraction.
We also describe measurements of the distribution of the
angle θ! between the !+(!−) and the B(B) direction in
the !+!− rest frame. A fit to cos θ! of the form [3]

3

4
FL(1−cos2 θ!)+

3

8
(1−FL)(1+cos2 θ!)+AFB cos θ! (2)

determines AFB, the lepton forward-backward asymme-
try. These measurements are done in a low q2 region
0.1 < q2 < 6.25 GeV2/c4, and in a high q2 region above
10.24 GeV2/c4. We remove the J/ψ and ψ(2S) resonances
by vetoing events in the regions q2 = 6.25-10.24 GeV2/c4

and q2 = 12.96-14.06 GeV2/c4 respectively.
The SM predicts a distinctive variation of AFB arising

from the interference between the different amplitudes.
The expected SM dependence of AFB and FL on q2 along
with variations due to opposite-sign Wilson coefficients
are shown in Fig. 3. At low q2, where Ceff

7 dominates,
AFB is expected to be small with a zero-crossing point
at q2 ∼ 4 GeV2/c4 [4, 5, 6]. There is an experimental con-
straint on the magnitude of Ceff

7 coming from the branch-
ing fraction for b → sγ [6, 7], which corresponds to the
limit q2 → 0. However, a reversal of the sign of Ceff

7 is
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FIG. 1: Lowest-order Feynman diagrams for b → s!+!−.

allowed. At high q2, the product of Ceff

9 and Ceff

10 is ex-
pected to give a large positive asymmetry. Right-handed
weak currents have an opposite-sign Ceff

9 Ceff

10 which would
give a negative AFB at high q2. Contributions from non-
SM processes can change the magnitudes and relative
signs of Ceff

7 , Ceff

9 and Ceff

10, and may introduce complex
phases between them [3, 8]. An experimental determi-
nation of FL is required to obtain a model-independent
AFB result, and thus avoid drawing possibly incorrect
inferences about new physics from our observations.

We reconstruct signal events in six separate flavor-
specific final states containing an e+e− or µ+µ− pair,
and a K∗(892) candidate reconstructed as K+π−, K+π0

or K0
S
π+ (or their charge conjugates). To understand

combinatorial backgrounds we also reconstruct samples
containing the same hadronic final states and e±µ∓ pairs,
where no signal is expected because of lepton flavor con-
servation. To understand backgrounds from hadrons (h)
misidentified as muons, we similarly reconstruct samples
containing h±µ∓ pairs with no particle identification re-
quirement for the h±.

We use a dataset of 384 million BB pairs collected
at the Υ (4S) resonance with the BABAR detector [9] at
the PEP-II asymmetric-energy e+e− collider. Track-
ing is provided by a five-layer silicon vertex tracker
and a 40-layer drift chamber in a 1.5 T magnetic field.
We identify electrons with a CsI(Tl) electromagnetic
calorimeter, muons with an instrumented magnetic flux
return, and K+ using a detector of internally reflected
Cherenkov light as well as ionization energy loss infor-
mation. Charged tracks other than identified e, µ and
K candidates are treated as pions. Electrons (muons)
are required to have momenta p > 0.3(0.7)GeV/c in the
laboratory frame. We add photons to electrons when
they are consistent with bremsstrahlung, and do not use
electrons that arise from photon conversions to low-mass
e+e− pairs. Neutral K0

S
→ π+π− candidates are required

to have an invariant mass consistent with the nominal K0

mass [10], and a flight distance from the e+e− interac-
tion point which is more than three times its uncertainty.
Neutral pion candidates are formed from two photons
with Eγ > 50 MeV, and an invariant mass between 115
and 155 MeV/c2. We require K∗(892) candidates to have
an invariant mass 0.82 < M(Kπ) < 0.97 GeV/c2.

B → K∗!+!− decays are characterized by the kine-
matic variables mES =

√

s/4 − p∗2B and ∆E = E∗
B −√

s/2, where p∗B and E∗
B are the reconstructed B mo-

mentum and energy in the center-of-mass (CM) frame,
and

√
s is the total CM energy. We define a fit re-

gion mES > 5.2 GeV/c2, with −0.07 < ∆E < 0.04
(−0.04 < ∆E < 0.04) GeV for e+e− (µ+µ−) final
states in the low q2 region, and −0.08 < ∆E < 0.05
(−0.05 < ∆E < 0.05) GeV for high q2. We use the
wider (narrower)∆E windows to select the e±µ∓ (h±µ∓)
background samples.

The most significant background arises from random
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• In the nano-beam scheme with large 
crossing angle, effective bunch  
length (d) can be much shorter (βy* ~σz) 

• Small βx* and small emittance (εx) are 
also the key → positron DR 

• Positron beam energy from 3.5 to  
4.0 GeV to increase beam lifetime  
(still ~O(10) min maximum)

head-on collision

large angle collision
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Due to hourglass effect, the luminosity does not increase 
when βy* < σz . 
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Chapter 2

SuperKEKB

2.1 Machine Parameters

2.1.1 Nano-Beam Scheme

The KEKB B-Factory will be upgraded to SuperKEKB using the same tunnel as KEKB [1]. The
upgrade is based on the “Nano-Beam” scheme, which was first proposed for the Super B factory
in Italy [2]. The basic idea of this scheme is to squeeze the vertical beta function at the IP
(β∗y) by minimizing the longitudinal size of the overlap region of the two beams at the IP, which
generally limits the effective minimum value of β∗y through the “hourglass effect.” Figure 2.1
shows a schematic view of the beam collision, which is a plane figure, in the Nano-Beam scheme.
The size of the overlap region d, which is considered to be the effective bunch length for the
Nano-Beam scheme, is much smaller than the bunch length (σz). The length d is determined
by the horizontal half crossing angle (φ) and the horizontal beam size at the IP (σ∗x) via the
following equation:

d ∼=
σ∗x
φ
. (2.1)

The hourglass condition in the Nano-Beam scheme is expressed as

β∗y > d, (2.2)

instead of that for a usual head-on collision of

β∗y > σz. (2.3)

To shorten the length d, a relatively large horizontal crossing angle and extremely small hori-
zontal emittances and horizontal beta functions at the IP for both beams are required.
The luminosity of a collider is expressed by the following formula, assuming flat beams and equal
horizontal and vertical beam sizes for two beams at the IP:

L =
γ±
2ere

(

I±ξy±
β∗y±

)

(

RL

Rξy

)

, (2.4)

where γ, e and re are the Lorentz factor, the elementary electric charge and the electron classical
radius, respectively. The suffix ± specifies the positron (+) or the electron (−). The parameters

19

• Small vertical beam size (σy~60 nm):  
βy* ~0.3mm (x 1/20) 

• Larger beam current (x 2)

Squeezing vertical β function (βy*) at Interaction Point (IP)

Nano beam scheme
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• Luminosity performance is evaluated to 
be independent of total beam current 
(specific luminosity, LSP). 
→ Significant improvement with CW 
and/or beam size squeezing

head-on collisionCrab Waist Scheme
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Y. Ohnishi

Y. Ohnishi

Crab Waist scheme 

top view

Specific Luminosity

11

after fixing 
HER inj. kicker trouble

CW

βy*=0.8mm

βy*=1.0mm

• Beam waist (minimum of vertical beam 
size) is aligned with the other beam axis 
by rotatable sextupole magnets  
→ Crab waist (CW) 

• CW mitigates beam size blow-up due 
to beam-beam effect  
→ background mitigation and higher 
(specific) luminosity at IP

credit: Y. Onishi

credit: Y. Onishi

Specific luminosity



Machine parameters (at design)

parameters
KEKB SuperKEKB

units
LER HER LER HER

Beam energy Eb 3.5 8 4 7.007 GeV

Half crossing angle φ 11 41.5 mrad

# of Bunches N 1584 2500

Horizontal emittance εx 18 24 3.2 5.3 nm

Emittance ratio κ 0.88 0.66 0.27 0.24 %

Beta functions at IP βx*/βy* 1200/5.9 3.2/0.27 2.5/0.30 mm

Beam currents Ib 1.64 1.19 3.6 2.6 A

beam-beam param. ξy 0.129 0.090 0.0886 0.081

Bunch Length sz 6.0 6.0 6.0 5.0 mm

Horizontal Beam Size sx* 150 150 10 11 um

Vertical Beam Size sy* 0.94 0.048 0.062 um

Luminosity L 2.1 x 1034 8 x 1035 cm-2s-1

 October 17, 2022,  Keisuke Yoshihara

Note: beam energy changed because positron beam (Touschek) lifetime is too 
short while accepting smaller boost ( βγ = 0.42 → 0.28 ) of decayed particles.

9



Upgrading to “Super”KEKB
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CHAPTER 2. SUPERKEKB

severe than before. Described here are the basic vacuum system designs mainly for arc sections
of the rings. A design for the IR will be presented elsewhere.

Figure 2.14: Beam chamber with antechambers for the LER.

2.6.2 Beam chamber

Beam chambers for the arc sections have an antechamber structure [18]. A beam chamber
consists of a beam channel and two antechambers at both sides. A schematic view of an an-
techamber for the LER is shown in Fig. 2.14 . The beam goes through a beam channel, and the
SR passes through an antechamber located at the outside of the ring (SR channel) and hits the
side wall of the antechamber. The beam chamber should be nearly circular in order to minimize
the incoherent tune shift due to the image charge.
Pumps are provided in an antechamber (pump channel) at the inside of the ring. The pump
channel is connected through a screen with many small holes. Two cooling channels are provided
on the outside of the antechambers. A beam position monitor (BPM) section will be fabricated
in a block, as in the present KEKB, with the same cross section as that of the beam chamber.
When a single-pipe chamber is used in some sections, in a straight section for example, tapers
are required at the transitions from an antechamber structure to a single-pipe one. The cross
section, as shown in Fig. 2.14, fits within the present magnets except for vertical correctors.
One advantage of the antechamber scheme is that the power density of the SR can be reduced.
Since the incident point of SR on the side wall is far from the emitting point, the incident SR
power density is diluted. The antechamber scheme also has the advantage of a small beam
impedance. Since the pumping channels are located in the antechamber, the pumping holes
have little effect on the beam. Photon masks are also placed in the SR channel. For the LER,
the antechamber structure is very important in reducing the effects of the photoelectrons, as
described later.
In the case of the HER, if an antechamber structure with a horizontal half-width of 90 mm is
used, the maximum SR power density at a beam current of 2.62 A is approximately 11 kW/m
(19W/mm2), which is almost the same level to the case of the present KEKB HER (1.4 A).

42

QCS magnets
Belle II detector

 October 17, 2022,  Keisuke Yoshihara 10
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• Improved K/π separation (TOP and ARICH)

• Wave-form sampling robust against pile-up (ECL)

• Endcap RPC was replaced by scintillator in Muon/KL detector (KLM)

• Smaller beam pipe (φ7.5 → 5)

• A 2-layer silicon pixel detector (PXD)

• 4-layer silicon strip detector (SVD) 

extended to a larger radius

• Larger volume and smaller drift cell in 

tracking chamber (CDC)

Improved vertex reconstruction

Detector looking similar to Belle, 
but it is practically a brand new!

Improved PID and energy measurement  

Other improvements
• New triggers (e.g. dark sector searches)

• Analysis tools with decent machine learning techniques

• Grid computing

 October 17, 2022,  Keisuke Yoshihara

Belle II detector

Belle II TDR, arXiv:1011.0352
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• Y(4S) events have to be > 99.9% efficient.

• #CDC track >=3

• #CDC track >=2 & Δφ > 90 deg.

• ECL energy sum > 1GeV

• #ECL cluster >= 4

(*) Rate of Bhabha and γ-γ are pre-scaled by a factor of 100

(**) Rate are estimated by the luminosity component in Belle L1 rate

process σ [nb] Rate [Hz]  
@ L= 8 x 1035 cm-2 s-1 

Y(4S) 1.2 960

Continuum 2.8 2200

μμ 0.8 640

ττ 0.8 640

Bhabha (*) 44.0 350

γ-γ (*) 2.4 19

Two photon (**) 13.0 10,000

Total 67 ~15,000

L1 trigger system
-Main trigger   CDC: detect charged particle

ECL: detect photon and charged particle
-Sub trigger     TOP: measure L1 timing with a few ns

KLM: identify muon
-Global             GRL: track/cluster/hit matching

GDL: L1 trigger decision

• Trigger system has the capability to handle 
L1~30 kHz, while physics event rate is 
expected to be ~15kHz @ L= 8 x 1035 cm-2 s-1. 

32

䝖䝸䜺䞊᮲௳ dark/low multi≀⌮⏝

䛺䝖䝸䜺䞊᮲௳ ≀⌮䛾䝍䞊䝀䝑䝖

#CDC track >=2ᮏ͕�ȴʔ�ĂŶŐůĞ�х�ϯϬ㼻 Z' search

#CDC-KLM matching >=1 Z' search

#ECL cluster ==1, ECL energy > 1GeV single photon, axion, ALP

#ECL cluster ==1, ECL energy > 0.5GeV
@barrel

high mass dark photon

ECL cluster back to back, E<2GeV two-photon fusion, ALP

#ECL cluster ==1, ECL energy > 2GeV
@endcap

ʋϬ�ĨŽƌŵ�ĨĂĐƚŽƌ͕ �/^Z
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-ᑗ᮶䛿䝖䝸䜺䞊᮲௳䛜ཝ䛧䛟䛺䜛
luminosity䛜ప䛔䛜䝏䝱䞁䝇

• Dedicated triggers for dark sector searches 
• #CDC-KLM matching >=1 (Z’ search)

• ECL cluster back-to-back, E < 2GeV (ALP, two-photon fusion)

• … and more

Trigger system
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FAQ: How do Belle II and LHCb capabilities compare ? 

1.  LHCB	has	a	large	b	bbar	cross-section	
(hundreds	of	microbarns	versus	
nanobarns)	and	good	sensitivity,	signal	
to	background,	for	modes	with	dimuons,	
and	all	charged	final	states	using	
vertexing.	Triggering	and	flavor	tagging	

							effs.	are	much	lower	than	in	e+e-.	
	
Rule	of	thumb	for	statistics	in	this	case:	1	
fb-1	at	LHCb	is	1	ab-1	at	Belle	II.		
(èNeed	good	SuperKEKB	performance)	

2.	Belle	II	has	a	simple	event	
environment	with	B-anti	B	pairs	
produced	in	a	coherent	QM	state	
with	no	additional	particles.	

3.	Belle	II	can	measure	inclusive	processes	

4.	Belle	II	can	measure	electrons	as	well	as	
	muons.	(important	for	lepton	universality	checks).	

5.	Belle	II	can	measure	final	states	with	
gamma’s,	Kshorts		and	missing	neutrinos	well.	

Figure	credit:	
G.	Ciezarak	et	al,	
Nature	
546,	227	(2017)	

+Belle	II	can	
do	the	dark	
sector	

• LHCb:

‣ Large B-meson cross section (roughly 1 ab-1 @Belle II ~ 1 fb-1@LHCb) 

‣ Good sensitivity to all charged final states. 


• Belle II: (simpler environment with no additional particles)

‣ High reconstruction efficiency of B meson (tagging)

‣ Inclusive processes can be measured 

‣ Neutral particles (photons, Ks, and neutrinos) can be measured 

‣ High statistics for electron channels as well as muons’ → lepton universality test

4π solid angle!
Credit: G. Ciezarak et al, Nature 546, 227 (2017)
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LHCb vs Belle II
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• Phase-1: Startup of the machine:  
• commissioning without collision

• low emittance beam tuning 

• vacuum scrubbing

JFY2016 JFY2017 JFY2018 JFY2019
Phase-1 Phase-2 Phase-3

VXD installation 

MR startup

DR installation
DR commissioning

installation of QCS  
and Belle II

• Phase-3: Commissioning w/ full Belle II detector  
• collision tuning

• collimator tuning and background study

• continuous injection

Tom Browder, University of Hawai’i at Manoa 

   First Physics Results from Belle II@SuperKEKB 

 
Highlights from the latest Belle 
II Physics Run (spring 2020 
during the global pandemic), 
which concluded on July 1st. 
(Lpeak=2.4 x 1034/cm2/sec) 
 
First Physics Results from Belle 
II: Dark Sector , B physics, 
charm physics and tau physics. 
 
The Road Ahead to high 
luminosity and cutting edge 
physics (and the upgrades to 
SuperKEKB and Belle II that 
are needed). 

The complex superconducting final focus is 
partially visible here (before closing the endcap). 

Vertex	
detector	
before	
installation	

(FNAL	Wine	and	Cheese	
Seminar,	Sept	11,	2020)	

VXD detector 

• Phase-2: Commissioning w/o VXD 
• β* squeezing at IP

• DR commissioning

• collision tuning

Machine and detector commissioning

14
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424 fb-1 recorded for physics

4.65 x 1034 /cm2/s

491 fb-1 delivered

LER: 1.41 A
HER: 1.26 AKEKB record:  

2.11 x 1034 /cm2/s

Phase-3 operation summary

15

~BaBar 
dataset

With remote+local 
operation scheme, we have 
been running during the 
pandemic. A new record 
for peak luminosity while 
integrating ~BaBar dataset.
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Vertexing performance — charm lifetime

The lifetime meas. nicely demonstrates 
performance of vertex reconstruction. 

10 August 8, 2022,  Keisuke Yoshihara

Vertexing performance — charm lifetime

arXiv:2206.15227, Phys. Rev. Lett. 127 (2021), 211801

e+ e-

π

K

π

beam spot

D0

The lifetime measurement nicely 
demonstrates performance of vertex 
reconstruction. 

momenta larger than 150 MeV=c are combined with Dþ

candidates to form D"þ → Dþπ0 decays. The D"þ decay
chain is fit using IR and π0mass constraints.Only candidates
with fit χ2 probabilities larger than 0.01 are retained. The
mass of theDþ candidate,mðK−πþπþÞ, must be in the range
½1.75; 2.00& GeV=c2 and the difference between the D"þ

and Dþ masses in the range ½138; 143& MeV=c2 ('3 times
the Δm resolution around the signal peak). The momentum
of the D"þ in the eþe− center-of-mass system must exceed
2.6 GeV=c to suppress D"þ candidates from bottom mes-
ons. This requirement is tighter than that used for D0

candidates because of the less-precise π0 -momentum
resolution.
The signal region in mðK−πþπþÞ is defined as

½1.855; 1.883& GeV=c2 (Fig. 1). It contains approximately
59 × 103 candidates after randomly selecting one D"þ

candidate for the percent-level fraction of events where
more than one is found. A binned least-squares fit to the
mðK−πþπþÞ distribution identifies about 9% of candidates
in the signal region as background. Simulation shows that
such background is composed of misreconstructed
charmed decays and random track combinations. In the
fit, the Dþ → K−πþπþ signal is modeled with the sum of
two Gaussian distributions and a Crystal Ball function; the
background is modeled with an exponential distribution.
The lifetimes are determined with unbinned maximum-

likelihood fits to the ðt; σtÞ distributions of the candidates
populating the signal regions. Each signal probability-
density function (PDF) is the convolution of an exponential
distribution in t with a resolution function that depends on
σt, multiplied by the PDF of σt. In the Dþ case, simulation
shows that a Gaussian distribution is sufficient to model the
resolution function. The mean of the resolution function is
allowed to float in the fit to account for a possible bias in
the determination of the decay time; the width is the per-
candidate σt scaled by a free parameter s to account for a
possible misestimation of the decay-time uncertainty. The
fit returns s ≈ 1.12 (1.29) for theD0 (Dþ) sample. In theD0

case, an additional Gaussian distribution is needed to
describe the 3% of candidates with poorer resolution.
This second component shares its mean with the principal
component but has its own free scaling parameter (s0 ≈ 2.5)
for the broader width.
In theD0 case, the signal region contains a 0.2% fraction

of background candidates. Sensitivity to the background
contamination and its effects on the decay-time distribution
is very limited. For the sake of simplicity, the background is
neglected in the fit and a systematic uncertainty is later
assigned. In the Dþ case, the signal region contains a non-
negligible amount of background, which is accounted
for in the fit. The background is modeled using data
with mðK−πþπþÞ in the sideband ½1.758; 1.814& ∪
½1.936; 1.992& GeV=c2 (Fig. 1), which is assumed to
contain exclusively background candidates and be repre-
sentative of the background in the signal region, as verified

in simulation. The background PDF consists of a zero-
lifetime component and two exponential components, all
convolved with a Gaussian resolution function having a
free mean and a width corresponding to sσt. To better
constrain the background parameters, a simultaneous fit
to the candidates in the signal region and sideband is
performed. The background fraction is Gaussian con-
strained in the fit to ð8.78' 0.05Þ%, as measured in the
mðK−πþπþÞ fit.
The PDF of σt is a histogram template derived directly

from the data. In the fit to the D0 sample, the template is
derived assuming that all candidates in the signal region are
signal decays. In the fit to the Dþ sample, the template is
derived from the candidates in the signal region by
subtracting the scaled distribution of the sideband data.
The PDF of σt for the background is obtained directly from
the sideband data.
The lifetime fits are tested on fully simulated data and on

sets of data generated by randomly sampling the PDF with
parameters fixed to the values found in the fits to the data.
All tests yield unbiased results and expected parameter
uncertainties, independent of the assumed values of the D0

and Dþ lifetimes.
The decay-time distributions of the data, with fit pro-

jections overlaid, are shown in Fig. 2. The measured D0

and Dþ lifetimes 410.5' 1.1ðstatÞ ' 0.8ðsystÞ fs and
1030.4' 4.7ðstatÞ ' 3.1ðsystÞ fs, respectively, are consis-
tent with their world averages [7]. The systematic uncer-
tainties arise from the sources listed in Table I and
described below. The total systematic uncertainty is the
sum in quadrature of the individual components.
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Table I: Systematic uncertainties on the Λ+
c lifetime.

Source Uncertainty [fs]
Ξc contamination 0.34
Resolution model 0.46
Non-Ξc backgrounds 0.20
Detector alignment 0.46
Momentum scale 0.09
Total 0.77

band data, is the sum of two exponential functions con-
volved with Gaussian resolution functions, which account
for backgrounds from long-lived particles, and a zero-
lifetime component consisting only of the resolution func-
tion, which accounts for combinatorial backgrounds. To
account for a possible misestimation of the decay-time
uncertainty, the width of the resolution function is given
by the per-candidate σt multiplied by a scale factor, s,
which is a free parameter in the lifetime fit. The mean
of the resolution function is common for all terms, but a
separate σt-scaling parameter is used for the background
PDF.

To better constrain the background, a simultaneous fit
to the events in the signal region and sidebands is per-
formed, where the σt PDF for the sidebands is a binned
template determined by sideband events. The back-
ground fraction in the lifetime fit is Gaussian constrained
to (7.50 ± 0.02)%, as determined from the M(pK−π+)
fit.

The lifetime fit is validated both on fully simulated
data equivalent to 1 ab−1, about five times the integrated
luminosity of the collision data, and on simulated dis-
tributions generated by randomly sampling the lifetime
PDF determined from a fit to the collision data. All
validation fits return unbiased results, regardless of the
assumed Λ+

c lifetime. Studies of the decay-time distri-
bution in simulation suggest that σt is underestimated
by about 10%, which is in good agreement with the re-
sults from the lifetime fit to the data, for which the scale
parameter is determined to be s = 1.108 ± 0.006. The
mean of the resolution function is determined to be 4.77
± 0.63 fs.

The Λ+
c lifetime is measured to be 203.20 ± 0.89 fs,

where the uncertainty is statistical only. The lifetime
fit projection, overlaid on the decay time distribution in
the data sample, is shown in Fig. 2. The σt PDF used
in the lifetime fit is shown in Fig. 3. The systematic
uncertainty is calculated from the sum in quadrature of
individual contributions from the sources listed in Table I
and described below.

The systematic uncertainty due to backgrounds from
Ξc decays is determined by adding simulated events of
this type to the 1 ab−1 equivalent simulated sample ac-
cording to the estimated maximum contamination de-
termined from the fit to the distribution of the Λ+

c im-
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pact parameter in data and repeating the measurement.
The difference between the simulated Λ+

c lifetime and the
measured value is 0.68 fs. Since this is an estimate of the
maximum effect of remaining Ξc backgrounds, half the
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pact parameter in data and repeating the measurement.
The difference between the simulated Λ+

c lifetime and the
measured value is 0.68 fs. Since this is an estimate of the
maximum effect of remaining Ξc backgrounds, half the
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momenta larger than 150 MeV=c are combined with Dþ

candidates to form D"þ → Dþπ0 decays. The D"þ decay
chain is fit using IR and π0mass constraints.Only candidates
with fit χ2 probabilities larger than 0.01 are retained. The
mass of theDþ candidate,mðK−πþπþÞ, must be in the range
½1.75; 2.00& GeV=c2 and the difference between the D"þ

and Dþ masses in the range ½138; 143& MeV=c2 ('3 times
the Δm resolution around the signal peak). The momentum
of the D"þ in the eþe− center-of-mass system must exceed
2.6 GeV=c to suppress D"þ candidates from bottom mes-
ons. This requirement is tighter than that used for D0

candidates because of the less-precise π0 -momentum
resolution.
The signal region in mðK−πþπþÞ is defined as

½1.855; 1.883& GeV=c2 (Fig. 1). It contains approximately
59 × 103 candidates after randomly selecting one D"þ

candidate for the percent-level fraction of events where
more than one is found. A binned least-squares fit to the
mðK−πþπþÞ distribution identifies about 9% of candidates
in the signal region as background. Simulation shows that
such background is composed of misreconstructed
charmed decays and random track combinations. In the
fit, the Dþ → K−πþπþ signal is modeled with the sum of
two Gaussian distributions and a Crystal Ball function; the
background is modeled with an exponential distribution.
The lifetimes are determined with unbinned maximum-

likelihood fits to the ðt; σtÞ distributions of the candidates
populating the signal regions. Each signal probability-
density function (PDF) is the convolution of an exponential
distribution in t with a resolution function that depends on
σt, multiplied by the PDF of σt. In the Dþ case, simulation
shows that a Gaussian distribution is sufficient to model the
resolution function. The mean of the resolution function is
allowed to float in the fit to account for a possible bias in
the determination of the decay time; the width is the per-
candidate σt scaled by a free parameter s to account for a
possible misestimation of the decay-time uncertainty. The
fit returns s ≈ 1.12 (1.29) for theD0 (Dþ) sample. In theD0

case, an additional Gaussian distribution is needed to
describe the 3% of candidates with poorer resolution.
This second component shares its mean with the principal
component but has its own free scaling parameter (s0 ≈ 2.5)
for the broader width.
In theD0 case, the signal region contains a 0.2% fraction

of background candidates. Sensitivity to the background
contamination and its effects on the decay-time distribution
is very limited. For the sake of simplicity, the background is
neglected in the fit and a systematic uncertainty is later
assigned. In the Dþ case, the signal region contains a non-
negligible amount of background, which is accounted
for in the fit. The background is modeled using data
with mðK−πþπþÞ in the sideband ½1.758; 1.814& ∪
½1.936; 1.992& GeV=c2 (Fig. 1), which is assumed to
contain exclusively background candidates and be repre-
sentative of the background in the signal region, as verified

in simulation. The background PDF consists of a zero-
lifetime component and two exponential components, all
convolved with a Gaussian resolution function having a
free mean and a width corresponding to sσt. To better
constrain the background parameters, a simultaneous fit
to the candidates in the signal region and sideband is
performed. The background fraction is Gaussian con-
strained in the fit to ð8.78' 0.05Þ%, as measured in the
mðK−πþπþÞ fit.
The PDF of σt is a histogram template derived directly

from the data. In the fit to the D0 sample, the template is
derived assuming that all candidates in the signal region are
signal decays. In the fit to the Dþ sample, the template is
derived from the candidates in the signal region by
subtracting the scaled distribution of the sideband data.
The PDF of σt for the background is obtained directly from
the sideband data.
The lifetime fits are tested on fully simulated data and on

sets of data generated by randomly sampling the PDF with
parameters fixed to the values found in the fits to the data.
All tests yield unbiased results and expected parameter
uncertainties, independent of the assumed values of the D0

and Dþ lifetimes.
The decay-time distributions of the data, with fit pro-

jections overlaid, are shown in Fig. 2. The measured D0

and Dþ lifetimes 410.5' 1.1ðstatÞ ' 0.8ðsystÞ fs and
1030.4' 4.7ðstatÞ ' 3.1ðsystÞ fs, respectively, are consis-
tent with their world averages [7]. The systematic uncer-
tainties arise from the sources listed in Table I and
described below. The total systematic uncertainty is the
sum in quadrature of the individual components.
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(bottom) Dþ → K−πþπþ candidates in their respective signal
regions with fit projections overlaid.
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Table I: Systematic uncertainties on the Λ+
c lifetime.

Source Uncertainty [fs]
Ξc contamination 0.34
Resolution model 0.46
Non-Ξc backgrounds 0.20
Detector alignment 0.46
Momentum scale 0.09
Total 0.77

band data, is the sum of two exponential functions con-
volved with Gaussian resolution functions, which account
for backgrounds from long-lived particles, and a zero-
lifetime component consisting only of the resolution func-
tion, which accounts for combinatorial backgrounds. To
account for a possible misestimation of the decay-time
uncertainty, the width of the resolution function is given
by the per-candidate σt multiplied by a scale factor, s,
which is a free parameter in the lifetime fit. The mean
of the resolution function is common for all terms, but a
separate σt-scaling parameter is used for the background
PDF.

To better constrain the background, a simultaneous fit
to the events in the signal region and sidebands is per-
formed, where the σt PDF for the sidebands is a binned
template determined by sideband events. The back-
ground fraction in the lifetime fit is Gaussian constrained
to (7.50 ± 0.02)%, as determined from the M(pK−π+)
fit.

The lifetime fit is validated both on fully simulated
data equivalent to 1 ab−1, about five times the integrated
luminosity of the collision data, and on simulated dis-
tributions generated by randomly sampling the lifetime
PDF determined from a fit to the collision data. All
validation fits return unbiased results, regardless of the
assumed Λ+

c lifetime. Studies of the decay-time distri-
bution in simulation suggest that σt is underestimated
by about 10%, which is in good agreement with the re-
sults from the lifetime fit to the data, for which the scale
parameter is determined to be s = 1.108 ± 0.006. The
mean of the resolution function is determined to be 4.77
± 0.63 fs.

The Λ+
c lifetime is measured to be 203.20 ± 0.89 fs,

where the uncertainty is statistical only. The lifetime
fit projection, overlaid on the decay time distribution in
the data sample, is shown in Fig. 2. The σt PDF used
in the lifetime fit is shown in Fig. 3. The systematic
uncertainty is calculated from the sum in quadrature of
individual contributions from the sources listed in Table I
and described below.

The systematic uncertainty due to backgrounds from
Ξc decays is determined by adding simulated events of
this type to the 1 ab−1 equivalent simulated sample ac-
cording to the estimated maximum contamination de-
termined from the fit to the distribution of the Λ+
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pact parameter in data and repeating the measurement.
The difference between the simulated Λ+

c lifetime and the
measured value is 0.68 fs. Since this is an estimate of the
maximum effect of remaining Ξc backgrounds, half the
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ground fraction in the lifetime fit is Gaussian constrained
to (7.50 ± 0.02)%, as determined from the M(pK−π+)
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pact parameter in data and repeating the measurement.
The difference between the simulated Λ+

c lifetime and the
measured value is 0.68 fs. Since this is an estimate of the
maximum effect of remaining Ξc backgrounds, half the

side-band fit

events are used:

Backgrounds are estimated from 
the side-band or simulation.

World best meas. achieved 
thanks to new PXD layers.
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Time dependent CP asymmetry

μ-

mixing induced CPV Direct CPV

Υ(4S) Btag

Bcp

Δz = βγcΔt

KS

J/ψ
CP eigen state

B0-B0 mixing

B
B

B＞
B＞

f＞
f＞

≠

SCP = 0.720 ± 0.062 (stat.) ± 0.016 (syst.)
Acp = 0.094 ± 0.044 (stat.) + 0.042 - 0.017 (syst.)
(SPDG = 0.695 ± 0.019, APDG = 0.000 ± 0.020）

ACP = 0 (tree level)

SCP(J/ψ KS) = sin(2φ1) measurement： 

b→ccs has a small unc. on theo. and exp. 
→ golden mode for φ1

First measurement at Belle II

＊ S, A: defined by final state

&'((*+$) : !! → 1/3 4(
!

p _/` → -!-", a!a", 7'( → 9!9"から再構成
p 事象形状、b:;から事象選別

⇒ほぼBackground free, Purity = 98.6%

p ΔU分布のFitから信号抽出
p Lifetime, Mixing measurement で較正した

Flavor Tag、ΔA分解能を⽤いてCP⾮保存の測定
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φ1/β measurement in penguin

μ-

• Size of CP asymmetry in b→sqq (loop) is expected to be similar to b→ccs 
(e.g J/ψ KS) (tree). However, if a new particle contributes to the loop, size of 
CP asymmetry may change (φ1eff = φ1 +δφ1NP )

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2003.04831.pdf
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I (� ! K+K�/⇡+⇡�⇡0) + (K0
S/K

0
L)

I complication due to s-wave
WA �S = 0.12, �C = 0.14

5 ab�1 �S = 0.048, �C = 0.035
50 ab�1 �S = 0.020, �C = 0.011 stat dominated

⌘0K0:
I di↵erent final states ⌘0

! (⌘��⇡
±, ⌘3⇡⇡

±, ⇢�),
many neutrals, large cross-feed background

WA �S = 0.06, �C = 0.04 (stat dominated)
5 ab�1 �S = 0.027, �C = 0.020

50 ab�1 �S = 0.015, �C = 0.008
I (�stat ⇠ �syst) around ⇠ 10� 20 ab�1

competition with LHCb for �K0
S, not for ⌘

0K0

S.Lacaprara (INFN Padova) TDCPV at Belle II Basel 2/7/2018 14 / 20

η’Ks

J/ψ KS飯嶋 徹

J. Particle Accelerator Society of Japan, Vol. 15, No. 4, 2018224

sin 20.699±0.17=1に 対 し て，sin 21
eff=0.74+0.11 

−0.13  
0.63±0.06（Ș，（K0） ƍK0）, 0.72±0.19（KSKSKS）であ
り 4），誤差が大きく判然としない．Belle II実験で
は，これらの CP非対称度の差ǻS=sin 21

eff−
sin 21を0.02～0.04の究極の精度で計る（図4）．
このズレが確定すれば，新物理の証拠となるばか
りでなく，新物理による CP非保存が見えたこと
になる．
2.5 荷電レプトン普遍性は破れるか？
標準理論の弱い相互作用は，反応に関与する荷
電レプトンの種類に依らない．これを“荷電レプ
トン普遍性”と呼ぶ．最近，B中間子の複数の崩
壊モードで，荷電レプトン普遍性の破れの兆候が
報告され，“Bアノマリー”と呼ばれ注目をあび
ている．このアノマリー（異常）は，2種類の崩
壊で報告されている．一つ目はツリー過程である
b→cĲȞ崩壊，二つ目はループ過程である b→sll崩
壊である．

B中間子のセミレプトニック崩壊は，終状態
のレプトンの違いにより，B→D（*）eȞ, B→D（*）ȝȞ, 
B→D（*）ĲȞの3モードがある．この反応は，標準
理論ではウィークボゾン（W）のツリーレベルの
交換によって起こり，Wと終状態レプトン対と

の結合は3種類の間で厳密に同じ（普遍）である．
実際に，B→D（*）eȞ, B→D（*）ȝȞの崩壊分岐比が同
じであることは数%の精度で確かめられている．
ところが，図5に示すように，現在得られている
B→D（*）ĲȞと B→D（*）lȞ（l=e or ȝ）の相対比は標準
理論の予言よりも大きい．実験データは，Belle
実験，BaBar実験，LHCb実験の3実験で得られ
ているが，どの実験の結果も標準理論より大きな
値を示し，3実験の平均値は， 
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図4 稀崩壊モードにおける CP対称性の破れ．

図5 Belle, BaBar, LHCb実験で得られた Bセミレプトニック
崩壊の相対分岐比 R（D）と R（D*）の結果．
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Ks

B

B

‣ First measurement (190 fb-1) of KsKsKs mode is consistent 
with unity: SCP = -1.86 + 0.91 - 0.46 (stat.) ± 0.09 (syst.)

‣ First measurement (63 fb-1) of η’Ks Br is consistent 
with World Average (see arXiv:2104.06224)

• B→φK, η’Ks, KsKsKs are golden mode (small theory unc.) 

simulation

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2104.06224.pdf
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φ2/α measurement

μ-

+) の測定⼿法

ユニタリティ三⾓形の内⾓で誤差が最も⼤きい, F$ = 85.2#".!'".< °
p H → Y-YT

l Tree過程は弱位相を持ち、
,& → R45と,& → -,& → R45の
位相差は2F$ = arg(Q2=$ /Q>=$ )

l Penguin過程が無視できない
TreeとPenguinの⼲渉の効果が現れる

佐藤瑶

16
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c12
#!L = 1 − ,!Ld sin(2)d + 2Δ)d) , ,!L ≠ 0

c3+∗

2022年秋季⼤会岡⼭理科⼤学

• These decay modes are also 
sensitive to direct CP violation. 

• φ2  is the least constrained CKM parameter: 
φ2 = (85.2 +4.8 - 4.3) due to large interference 
between tree and penguin diagram.

•                   and                  are the most 
sensitive final state for φ2. Isospin analysis 
(+0,+-, 00) is performed to resolve the 
interference and extract φ2

2φ2: angle between the CP-conjugate charged amplitudes.

中沢 遊日本物理学会2022年秋季大会（2022年9月7日）

Isospin triangle relations

18

A+�
p
2

A
00A

+0

Ã+�
p
2

Ã00

Ã
+
0

Re(A)

Im(A)

2�
2

2�2,e↵
2�2,e↵

2φ2: angle between the CP-conjugate charged amplitudes.  
Eightfold ambiguity on the solutions of φ2  
[ambiguity in the sign of θ] x [CP conjugates] : 4 patterns 
[feature of sine] : 2 patterns

ϕ2, eff = ϕ2 + Δϕ2

PRL 65 (1990)3381

https://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.65.3381
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φ2/α measurement

μ-

See arXiv:2106.03766, 2107.02373, 2206.12362

Yu Nakazawa26th meeting on physics at B factories (July 19th, 2022)

tester

Yu Nakazawa

July 2022

1 Introduction

B (⇥106) fL ACP

B ! ⇢+⇢�
26.7± 2.8± 2.8
(27.7± 1.9)

0.956± 0.035± 0.033
(0.990+0.021

�0.019)
(A = 0.00± 0.09, S = �0.14± 0.13)

B ! ⇢+⇢0
23.2+2.2

�2.1 ± 2.7
(24.0± 1.9)

0.943+0.035
�0.033 ± 0.027

(0.950± 0.016)
�0.069± 0.068± 0.060

(�0.05± 0.05)

B ! ⇡+⇡0 6.12± 0.53± 0.53
(5.5± 0.4)

0.085± 0.085± 0.019
(0.03± 0.04)

B ! ⇡0⇡0 1.27± 0.25± 0.17
(1.59± 0.26)

0.14± 0.46± 0.07
(0.33± 0.22)

1

Summary

In CKM, φ2 is the least known parameter due to difficulties 
in analysis and should be precisely determined. 

Belle II is updating B→ππ and B→ρρ to determine φ2 

B0→ρ+ρ-: successfully measure BF and fL w/ 189 /fb data 
⇒ Started a TDCPV analysis using full data taken by the Belle II 
detector (424 /fb)

26

ICHEP2022 results (and World averages)

Stay tuned!!

B+ ! ⇢+⇢�

I Similar analysis strategy as B+ ! ⇢+⇢�

I 6D (�E, CS, �·m(⇡⇡), �· cos(✓⇢)) template �t
taking correlations into account
) Fit distribution of helicity angles of ⇡+

ACP=��.�6�±�.�68 (stat) ± �.�6� (syst)

B = (��.�+�
�.�
�.� (stat) ± �.� (syst))·���6

fL = �.���+�
�.���
�.��� (stat) ± �.��� (syst)

WA: ACP = ��.��± �.��, B = (��.�± �.�) · ���6

I Largest systematic uncertainty from
data-simulation discrepancies

arXiv:���6.���6�N(sig) = ���± ��

Justin Skorupa jskorupa@mpp.mpg.de ��

• B→ ρρ decay is characterized by three helicity states (longitudinal H0 
and transverse H+ and H-). Longitudinal polarization fraction (|H0|2/Σ|Hi|2) 
is an observable in angular analysis.


• Multidimensional fit in kinematic variables to extract branching fraction, 
longitudinal polarization fraction (fL), charge asymmetry (Acp)

helicity angle distribution

Belle II 190 fb-1 result
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φ3/γ measurement :

μ-

arXiv:2110.12125

• Φ3 can be measured via interference between b →c and 
b →u transition. 
‣ Decay rate depends on interference btw the two 

amplitudes and can be determined in bins of D-decay 
Dalitz plot (model-independent). 

‣ External input (BESIII, CLEO) for D-decay strong-
phase parameters. 

• First joint Belle (711fb-1) and Belle II (128fb-1) analysis 

A. J. Schwartz B factory results, Belle II prospects IPA 2022 11

Measurement of f3 with a Dalitz analysis

Giri, Grossman, Soffer, and Zupan, PRD 68, 054018 (2003); 
Bondar, Proc. of BINP Anal. Meeting on Dalitz Analysis, 24-26 Sept. 2002

Decay rate depends on interference of the two amplitudes  ⇒ sensitivity to f3 :

Defining: 

gives: 
dΓ[B+→ (m2

+,m
2
−)]

d(phase space)
∝ |AD 0|2 + r2

B|AD0|2+

2rB|AD0||AD 0|
[
cos δD cos(δB − φ3) − sin δD sin(δB − φ3)

]

dΓ[B−→ (m2
+,m

2
−)]

d(phase space)
∝ |AD0|2 + r2

B|AD 0|2 +

2rB|AD0||AD 0|
[
cos δD cos(δB + φ3) − sin δD sin(δB + φ3)

]

b

A(B+→D0K+)

A(B+→D 0K+)
≡ rB ei(δB−φ3)
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Figure 1. Binning schemes used for (left) B+ ! D
�
K0

S⇡
+⇡��K+ decays and (right) B+ !

D
�
K0

SK
+K��K+ decays.

The values of xDK
± , yDK

± , xD⇡
⇠ , yD⇡

⇠ and Fi are determined simultaneously from a fit to
the B+ ! Dh+ candidates. The advantages of this parameterisation are the inclusion
of the �3 sensitivity from B+ ! D⇡+ in the determination of xDK

± and yDK
± as well as

much improved fit stability [7]. Further, the determination of Fi by simultaneously fitting
B+ ! Dh+ removes a source of systematic uncertainty in this analysis compared to that
reported in Ref. [20]. The previous Belle analysis [20] determined the values of Fi from
a sample of D⇤+ ! D0⇡+ decays. The differing kinematic properties of the B+ ! D⇡+

and D⇤+ ! D0⇡+ decays resulted in different ⌘
�
m2

�,m
2
+

�
acceptance functions for the two

samples, which was a source of systematic uncertainty.
There are three binning schemes, for both D0 ! K0

S⇡
+⇡� and D0 ! K0

SK
+K� decays,

for which ci and si have been measured [16, 17]. We adopt the N = 8 optimal binning
for B+ ! D

�
K0

S⇡
+⇡��h+ decays, which has been shown to have approximately 90% of

the statistical sensitivity of an unbinned analysis [15, 25]. We adopt the N = 2 equal-
strong-phase binning for B+ ! D

�
K0

SK
+K��h+ decays, which has better fit stability

than the N = 3 and 4 schemes [17] given the limited size of B+ ! D
�
K0

SK
+K��K+

event sample. Figure 1 shows the two binning schemes used. The measurements of ci and
si ignore the effects of D-mixing and assume CP-conservation in D decay. Ignoring both
these effects in the strong-phase and model-independent B+ ! D

�
K0

Sh
+h�

�
h+ analyses,

as in this paper, results in negligible bias [26]. The potential bias of ignoring K0 CP-
violation and regeneration has also been extensively studied [27] and a bias of (0.4± 0.1)�

on �3 is reported. This bias is negligible in comparison to the current statistical precision
and is not considered further.

3 Belle and Belle II detectors

The Belle detector [28, 29] was located at the interaction point (IP) of the KEKB asymmetric-
energy e+e� collider [30, 31]. The energies of the electron and positron beams were 8.0GeV

– 5 –
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Measurement of f3 with a Dalitz analysis

Results for (711 + 128) fb-1:

φ3 = (78.4 ± 11.4 ± 0.5 ± 1.0)◦

rB = 0.129 ± 0.024 ± 0.001 ± 0.002

δB = (124.8 ± 12.9 ± 0.5 ± 1.7)◦
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rB = 0.0904 +0.0077
−0.0075

δB = (118.3+5.5
−5.6)

◦

Comparison: LHCb 9 fb-1:       
[JHEP 02, 169 (2021)]Belle
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rB = 0.10

Future Belle II:
Nsig = 1467 in 711 fb-1

280 in 128 fb-1

⇒ ~75k in 36 ab-1

Future LHCb:  
Nsig = 13600 in 9 fb-1

⇒ ~75k in 50 fb-1  

(similar-sized event samples)

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2110.12125.pdf
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|Vub| and |Vcb| measurement
Introduction

The status of |Vub| and |Vcb| determinations.

⇤0
b

B̄0
Vub/Vcb

b u/c

W� l�

⌫̄l

⇡+/D+

p / ⇤+
c

u

d̄ d

B
Vub/Vcb

b u/c

W� l�

⌫̄l

Xu/Xc

There exists a longstanding discrepancy between inclusive and exclusive
determinations of |Vub| and |Vcb|

William Sutcli↵e on behalf of Belle II Semileptonic B decays at Belle II 14 March 2022, Moriond EW 3 / 12
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Figure 66: Combined average on |Vub| and |Vcb| including the LHCb measurement of |Vub|/|Vcb|,
the exclusive |Vub| measurement from B ! ⇡`⌫, and the |Vcb| average from B ! D`⌫, B !

D⇤`⌫ and Bs ! D(⇤)
s µ⌫ measurements. The dashed ellipse corresponds to a 1� two-dimensional

contour (68% of CL). The point with the error bars corresponds to the inclusive |Vcb| from the
kinetic scheme (Sec. 7.2.2), and the inclusive |Vub| from GGOU calculation (Sec. 7.4.3).

access to many observables besides the branching fraction, such as D(⇤) momentum, q2 distri-3142

butions, and measurements of the D⇤ and ⌧ polarisations (see Ref. [609] and references therein3143

for recent calculations).3144

Experiments have measured two ratios of branching fractions defined as3145

R(D) =
B(B ! D⌧⌫⌧ )

B(B ! D`⌫`)
, (223)

R(D⇤) =
B(B ! D⇤⌧⌫⌧ )

B(B ! D⇤`⌫`)
(224)

where ` refers either to electron or µ. These ratios are independent of |Vcb| and to a large extent,3146

also of the B ! D(⇤) form factors. As a consequence, the SM predictions for these ratios are3147

quite precise:3148

• R(D) = 0.299± 0.003: where the central value and the uncertainty are obtained from an3149

arithmetic average of the predictions from from Refs. [610–613]. The Refs. [610–612] are3150

based on recent lattice calculations [512, 521] and results on the B ! D`⌫ form factor3151

measurements from BABAR and Belle. The predcition in Ref. [613] used here is based only3152

on theoretical inputs.3153

187

• Semi-leptonic B decays are used to extract the CKM parameters |Vub| and |Vcb|. 

•                    and                     are golden modes 
for |Vub| and |Vcb| measurements.


• There exists a longstanding discrepancy (~3.3σ) 
between exclusive and inclusive meas.

arXiv:2206.07501

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2206.07501.pdf
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B tagging technique

• Reconstruction of the B-meson in Tag-side (Btag) 
‣ Large statistics from B-factory is required because the reconstruction 

efficiency of Btag is not so high. 
‣ Btag is very important when there is a neutrino in final state in your signal. 

• Full Event Interpretation (FEI, machine learning algorithm) improved the 
reconstruction efficiency compared to Belle’s algorithm.

 March 19, 2022,  Keisuke Yoshihara 11

B中間子の再構成

• 一方のB中間子 (Btag) を再構成する。 

‣ S/N：hadronic > semi-leptonic > untagged 

‣ 再構成効率： untagged < semi-leptonic < hadronic 

• 他方のB中間子 (Bsig) を再構成する。 

• 解析モードに依存。 

• Full Event Interpretation (機械学習アルゴリズム）の導入により
Belle時代と比較して再構成効率が２倍改善。

D0
π +

K -

π -

l +

ν +

e-

e+
Υ(4S)Btag Bsig

arXiv: 2008.06096 

D0
π +

K -

l - Btag
ν +

arXiv: 2008.06096 

Btag

?

tag-side signal-side

hadronicsemi-leptonicuntagged

S/N
goodbad

ε high low

Signal-side (Bsig) 
            — analysis dependent

O(0.1)%ε = 100 %
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• Untagged and hadronic tagged analyses were performed with 190 fb-1. 

• The reconstruction of low momentum pions from D* is challenging. 

• For the tagged analysis, the missing mass squared (i.e. neutrino) is calculated 

from visible particles (Btag, D*, ℓ) and beam energy.

• Differential decay width is fit to extract |Vcb| and a form factor.

B→D(*)ℓν for |Vcb|

p-value=40.1%

Tagged B0їD*ыʆ͗�ƌĞƐƵůƚ
-Differential decay width is fitted to extract |Vcb| and form factors

-CLN parametrization
(Nuclear physics B, 530, 153 (1998))

ɻEW|Vcb| = ( 38.2㼼2.8 ) 㽢10-3 

-Consistent with the
exclusive world average

stat.+sys.+theo.

w 8

Tagged B0їD*ыʆ͗�ƐŝŐŶĂů�ƐĞůĞĐƚŝŽŶ
-Challenge: reconstruct low momentum pions from D*

-calibrated with Bї�Ύʋ

-B0ї�Ύыʆ�ĂŶĚ�ĐĐ͘�;ысĞ͕ʅ) are reconstructed for |Vcb| 

-Squared invariant mass of unreconstructed signal decay product (m2
miss)

is estimated ǁŝƚŚ��Ύ͕�ы͕�Btag and initial beam energy

Data MC signal MC BG MC total
#selected events 545 505.6 29.4 535.0

GeV2

w

7

Summary
-Improved measurements of |Vcb| and |Vub| are essential to increase 

the constraining power of the Unitarity triangle fit

-Known initial state kinematics and hermetic detector make Belle II
ideal for these studies

-Today new analyses based on BїD(*ͿыŶƵ͕ BїʋыŶƵ

-Results consistent with previous measurements and approaching
their precision

14

missing mass squared
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B→D(*)τν

• Since B meson decays via W in the SM, the BF is large O (1) %

• This is a decay of 3rd gen. quark to 3rd gen. lepton


‣ large coupling to heavy particle（e.g. charged Higgs)


‣ large coupling to 3rd gen. particles (e.g. LQ, Z’ model)

• > 1 neutrino in the final state → Flavor tagging is a key

H+, W’ ν
τ

cb

b
LQ

ν
c

τ

0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
R(D)

0.2

0.25

0.3

0.35

0.4R
(D

*)

Bigi 16, Gambino 19

Bordone 19

 = 1.0 contours2χΔ

World Average
 0.014± 0.026 ±R(D) = 0.339 
 0.010± 0.010 ±R(D*) = 0.295 

 = -0.38ρ
) = 28%2χP(

HFLAV

2021

σ3

LHCb15

LHCb18

Belle17

Belle19 Belle15

BaBar12

Average

HFLAV
2021

Belle II (5 ab-1) Belle II (50 ab-1)

RD ±6.0±3.9% ±2.0±2.5%

RD(*) ±3.0±2.5% ±1.0±2.0%

• Unc. can be suppressed by taking a ratio (LFU)
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B→D(*)τν

• 標準模型ではWを介して崩壊するため、分岐比は O (1)%と大きい。


• 第３世代のクォークから第３世代のレプトンへの崩壊


‣ 重い粒子に結合しやすい（e.g. charged Higgs)


‣ 第３世代だけカップリングが大きい (e.g. LQ model, Z’ model)


• 終状態に複数のニュートリノ→ 逆側のB中間子を再構成する。

π +

K -
D0

π -

l +

ν

e-

e+
Υ(4S)Btag Bsig

ντ +
νD(*)

tag-side signal-side

hadronic FEI

H+, W’ ν
τ

cb

b
LQ

ν
c

τ

0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
R(D)

0.2

0.25

0.3

0.35

0.4R
(D

*)

Bigi 16, Gambino 19

Bordone 19

 = 1.0 contours2χΔ

World Average
 0.014± 0.026 ±R(D) = 0.339 
 0.010± 0.010 ±R(D*) = 0.295 

 = -0.38ρ
) = 28%2χP(

HFLAV

2021

σ3

LHCb15

LHCb18

Belle17

Belle19 Belle15

BaBar12

Average

HFLAV
2021

Belle II (5 ab-1) Belle II (50 ab-1)

RD ±6.0±3.9% ±2.0±2.5%

RD(*) ±3.0±2.5% ±1.0±2.0%

• 比を取ることで不定性を抑える。
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b→sℓ+ℓ-

• Flavor changing neutral current (FCNC) b→s (d) decay proceeds with a loop 
diagram. Hence it is suppressed in the SM. 
‣ Enhancement of new physics contribution (e.g. SUSY, Z’, LQ model etc）

• b→sℓ+ℓ-  is experimentally a clean 
signature. Unc. can be suppressed by 
taking a ratio:

Z’
ℓ
ℓ

sb
t

W

LQ
s
ℓ

b ℓ

χ
ℓ
ℓ

sb
t

Z/γ*

~

~

• In Belle II, in addition to R(K*), an 
inclusive measurement of R(Xs) is 
also possible

9 Radiative and Electroweak Penguin B Decays

Table 67: The Belle II sensitivities to B ! K(⇤)`+`� observables that allow to test lepton

flavour universality. Some numbers at Belle are extrapolated to 0.71 ab�1.

Observables Belle 0.71 ab�1 Belle II 5 ab�1 Belle II 50 ab�1

RK ([1.0, 6.0] GeV2) 28% 11% 3.6%

RK (> 14.4 GeV2) 30% 12% 3.6%

RK⇤ ([1.0, 6.0] GeV2) 26% 10% 3.2%

RK⇤ (> 14.4 GeV2) 24% 9.2% 2.8%

RXs
([1.0, 6.0] GeV2) 32% 12% 4.0%

RXs
(> 14.4 GeV2) 28% 11% 3.4%

QFL
([1.0, 2.5] GeV2) 0.19 0.063 0.025

QFL
([2.5, 4.0] GeV2) 0.17 0.057 0.022

QFL
([4.0, 6.0] GeV2) 0.14 0.046 0.018

QFL
(> 14.2 GeV2) 0.088 0.027 0.009

Q1 ([1.0, 2.5] GeV2) 0.59 0.24 0.078

Q1 ([2.5, 4.0] GeV2) 0.53 0.21 0.071

Q1 ([4.0, 6.0] GeV2) 0.43 0.17 0.057

Q1 (> 14.2 GeV2) 0.33 0.12 0.040

Q2 ([1.0, 2.5] GeV2) 0.32 0.12 0.040

Q2 ([2.5, 4.0] GeV2) 0.30 0.11 0.036

Q2 ([4.0, 6.0] GeV2) 0.24 0.090 0.029

Q2 (> 14.2 GeV2) 0.086 0.034 0.011

Q3 ([1.0, 2.5] GeV2) 0.32 0.12 0.040

Q3 ([2.5, 4.0] GeV2) 0.30 0.11 0.036

Q3 ([4.0, 6.0] GeV2) 0.24 0.090 0.029

Q3 (> 14.2 GeV2) 0.18 0.068 0.022

Q4 ([1.0, 2.5] GeV2) 0.50 0.18 0.056

Q4 ([2.5, 4.0] GeV2) 0.45 0.15 0.049

Q4 ([4.0, 6.0] GeV2) 0.34 0.12 0.040

Q4 (> 14.2 GeV2) 0.26 0.099 0.032

Q5 ([1.0, 2.5] GeV2) 0.47 0.17 0.054

Q5 ([2.5, 4.0] GeV2) 0.42 0.15 0.049

Q5 ([4.0, 6.0] GeV2) 0.34 0.12 0.040

Q5 (> 14.2 GeV2) 0.23 0.088 0.027

Q6 ([1.0, 2.5] GeV2) 0.50 0.17 0.054

Q6 ([2.5, 4.0] GeV2) 0.45 0.15 0.049

Q6 ([4.0, 6.0] GeV2) 0.36 0.12 0.040

Q6 (> 14.2 GeV2) 0.27 0.10 0.032

Q8 ([1.0, 2.5] GeV2) 0.51 0.19 0.061

Q8 ([2.5, 4.0] GeV2) 0.47 0.17 0.056

Q8 ([4.0, 6.0] GeV2) 0.38 0.14 0.045

Q8 (> 14.2 GeV2) 0.27 0.10 0.032

245/688

Sensitivity at Belle II

＊ Statistical uncertainty is dominant. Systematic unc. is negligible. 
(*)all possible final states taken into account.
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Branching fraction of B→K*ℓ+ℓ-

μ-
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Figure 1. Distributions of Mbc (left) and �E (right) for B ! K⇤µ+µ� (top), B ! K⇤e+e�

(middle), and B ! K⇤`+`� (bottom). Points with error bars are superimposed on the blue (solid)
curve, which shows the total fit function, while red (solid) and black (dotted) lines represent
the signal and background components, respectively. Candidates shown in the �E distributions
are restricted to Mbc 2 [5.27, 5.29] GeV/c2 range and the Mbc distributions are restricted to
�E 2 [�0.05, 0.05] GeV.

We summarize the systematic uncertainties in Table I. The individual sources of uncer-
tainties are assumed to be independent and the corresponding uncertainties are added in
quadrature to determine the total uncertainty.
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arXiv:2206.05946

• First measurement of branching fraction with 190 fb-1.  
• K*(892) → Kπ (100％) 

‣ invariant mass cut: 796<M<996 MeV

• BG → MVA discriminant (Fast BDT) 

‣ Charmonium resonances: J/ψK, ψ(2S) 
‣ Continuum BG: light quark pairs

‣ inclusive B meson decay: semi-leptonic B decays


• Mbc and ΔE are used for signal extraction 

• Main source of systematic unc. : particle ID
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Figure 1. Distributions of Mbc (left) and �E (right) for B ! K⇤µ+µ� (top), B ! K⇤e+e�

(middle), and B ! K⇤`+`� (bottom). Points with error bars are superimposed on the blue (solid)
curve, which shows the total fit function, while red (solid) and black (dotted) lines represent
the signal and background components, respectively. Candidates shown in the �E distributions
are restricted to Mbc 2 [5.27, 5.29] GeV/c2 range and the Mbc distributions are restricted to
�E 2 [�0.05, 0.05] GeV.

We summarize the systematic uncertainties in Table I. The individual sources of uncer-
tainties are assumed to be independent and the corresponding uncertainties are added in
quadrature to determine the total uncertainty.
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Table I. Relative systematic uncertainties (in %) for B ! K⇤``.

Source Systematic (%)

Kaon identification 0.4

Pion identification 2.5

Muon identification +1.9
�0.8

Electron identification +0.9
�0.5

K0
S identification 2.0

⇡0 identification 3.4

Tracking 1.2� 1.5

MVA selection 1.3� 1.7

Simulated sample size < 0.5

Signal cross feed < 1%

Signal PDF shape 0.5� 1.0%

B(⌥ (4S) ! B+B�)[(B(⌥ (4S) ! B0B0)) 1.2

Number of BB pairs 2.9

Total +6.7
�6.0

7. RESULTS AND SUMMARY

We reconstruct 22± 6, 18± 6, and 38± 9 signal events for B ! K⇤µ+µ�, B ! K⇤e+e�,
and B ! K⇤`+`� corresponding to 4.8�, 3.6�, and 5.9�, respectively, here � denotes the
significance from a null yield and is defined as � =

p
�2 ln(L0/L), where L0 is the likelihood

with Nsig constrained to be zero and L is the maximum likelihood, using 189 fb�1 data
collected in the 2019–2021 run period. Here, the uncertainties are statistical only. The
branching fraction is calculated using the formula

B(B ! K⇤`+`�) =
Nsig

2⇥ f+�(00) ⇥ "⇥NBB

,

where, Nsig, f+�(00), ", and NBB are the signal yields extracted from the fit, branching
fraction of B(⌥ (4S) ! B+B�(B0B0)), signal e�ciency corrected for data-MC di↵erence as
detailed in section 6, and number of BB pairs derived from a data-driven subtraction of the
non-resonant contribution from the recorded data, respectively. We use f+� = (51.4±0.6)%
and f 00 = (48.6± 0.6)% for charged and neutral B mesons [17]. The e�ciency varies from
6�16% depending on the decay mode and NBB = 197⇥106. The branching fractions for the
entire q2 region, excluding the charmonium resonances (J/ and  (2S)) and low q2 region
to remove B ! K⇤�(! e+e�) background, are

B(B ! K⇤µ+µ�) = (1.19± 0.31+0.08
�0.07)⇥ 10�6,

B(B ! K⇤e+e�) = (1.42± 0.48± 0.09)⇥ 10�6,

B(B ! K⇤`+`�) = (1.25± 0.30+0.08
�0.07)⇥ 10�6.

Here, the first and second uncertainties are statistical and systematic, respectively. The
precision of the result is limited by sample size and compatible with world average values [17].

10

Branching fraction:

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2206.05946.pdf
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Angular analysis

Belle II sensitivity

angular variables P’i=4,5,6,8 are sensitive to C7, C9 and C10

the Belle detector at the asymmetric-energy eþe− collider KEKB. The result is consistent with standard
model (SM) expectations, where the largest discrepancy from a SM prediction is observed in the muon
modes with a local significance of 2.6σ.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.118.111801

In this Letter, a measurement of angular observables
and a test of lepton flavor universality (LFU) in the B →
K"lþl− decay is presented, where l ¼ e, μ. The B →
K"lþl− decay involves the quark transition b → slþl−, a
flavor-changing neutral current that is forbidden at tree
level in the standard model (SM). Various extensions to the
SM predict contributions from new physics (NP), which
can interfere with the SM amplitudes [1]. In recent years,
several measurements have shown deviations from the SM
in this particular decay [2–4]. Global analyses of B decays
hint at lepton-flavor nonuniversality, in which case, muon
modes would have larger contributions from NP than
electron modes [5].

The decay can be described kinematically by three
angles θl, θK , ϕ, and the invariant mass squared of
the lepton pair q2 ≡M2

llc
2. The angle θl is defined as the

angle between the direction of lþðl−Þ and the direction
opposite the BðB̄Þ in the dilepton rest frame. The angle θK
is defined as the angle between the direction of the
kaon and the direction opposite the BðB̄Þ in the K" rest
frame. Finally, the angle ϕ is defined as the angle between
the plane formed by the lþl− system and the K" decay
plane in the BðB̄Þ rest frame. The differential decay rate
can be parametrized using definitions presented in
Ref. [6] by

1

dΓ=dq2
d4Γ

d cos θld cos θKdϕdq2
¼ 9

32π

!
3

4
ð1 − FLÞsin2θK þ FLcos2θKþ

1

4
ð1 − FLÞsin2θK cos 2θl

− FLcos2θK cos 2θl þ S3sin2θKsin2θl cos 2ϕþ S4 sin 2θK sin 2θl cosϕ

þ S5 sin 2θK sin θl cosϕþ S6sin2θK cos θl þ S7 sin 2θK sin θl sinϕ

þ S8 sin 2θK sin 2θl sinϕþ S9sin2θKsin2θl sin 2ϕ
"
; ð1Þ

where the observables FL and Si are functions of q2 only.
The observables P0

i, introduced in Ref. [7] and defined as

P0
i¼4;5;6;8 ¼

Sj¼4;5;7;8ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
FLð1 − FLÞ

p ; ð2Þ

are considered to be largely free of form-factor uncertain-
ties [8]. Any deviation from zero in the difference Qi ¼
Pμ
i − Pe

i would be a direct hint of new physics [9]; here,
i ¼ 4, 5, and Pl

i refers to P0
4;5 in the corresponding lepton

mode. The definition of P0
i values follows the LHCb

convention [2].
In previous measurements of the P0

i observables, only B
0

decays, followed by K"0 decays to Kþπ−, were used [2].
This measurement also uses Bþ decays, where K"þ →
Kþπ0 or K0

Sπ
þ. In total, the decay modes B0 → K"0μþμ−,

Bþ → K"þμþμ−, B0 → K"0eþe−, and Bþ → K"þeþe− are
reconstructed, where the inclusion of charge-conjugate
states is implied if not explicitly stated. The full ϒð4SÞ
data sample is used containing 772 × 106 BB̄ pairs
recorded with the Belle detector [10] at the asymmetric-
energy eþe− collider KEKB [11]. The Belle detector is a
large-solid-angle magnetic spectrometer that consists of
a silicon vertex detector, a 50-layer central drift chamber

(CDC), an array of aerogel threshold Cherenkov counters
(ACC), a barrel-like arrangement of time-of-flight scintil-
lation counters (TOF), and an electromagnetic calorimeter
comprised of CsI(Tl) crystals (ECL), located inside a
superconducting solenoid coil that provides a 1.5 T mag-
netic field. An iron flux return, located outside of the coil, is
instrumented to detect K0

L mesons and to identify muons
(KLM). The detector is described in detail elsewhere [10].
This analysis is validated and optimized using simulated
Monte Carlo (MC) data samples. EvtGen [12] and PYTHIA

[13] are used to simulate the particle decays. Final-state
radiation is calculated by the PHOTOS package [14]. The
detector response is simulated with GEANT3 [15].
For all charged tracks, impact parameter requirements are

applied with respect to the nominal interaction point along
the beam direction (jdzj < 5.0 cm) and in the transverse
plane (dr < 1.0 cm). For electrons, muons, Kþ, and πþ, a
particle identification likelihood is calculated from the
energy loss in the CDC (dE=dx), time-of-flight measure-
ments in the TOF, the response of the ACC, the transverse
shape and size of the showers in the ECL, and information
about hits in the KLM. For electrons, energy loss from
bremsstrahlung is recovered by adding to the candidate the
momenta of photons in a cone of 0.05 radians around the
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the Belle detector at the asymmetric-energy eþe− collider KEKB. The result is consistent with standard
model (SM) expectations, where the largest discrepancy from a SM prediction is observed in the muon
modes with a local significance of 2.6σ.
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In this Letter, a measurement of angular observables
and a test of lepton flavor universality (LFU) in the B →
K"lþl− decay is presented, where l ¼ e, μ. The B →
K"lþl− decay involves the quark transition b → slþl−, a
flavor-changing neutral current that is forbidden at tree
level in the standard model (SM). Various extensions to the
SM predict contributions from new physics (NP), which
can interfere with the SM amplitudes [1]. In recent years,
several measurements have shown deviations from the SM
in this particular decay [2–4]. Global analyses of B decays
hint at lepton-flavor nonuniversality, in which case, muon
modes would have larger contributions from NP than
electron modes [5].

The decay can be described kinematically by three
angles θl, θK , ϕ, and the invariant mass squared of
the lepton pair q2 ≡M2

llc
2. The angle θl is defined as the

angle between the direction of lþðl−Þ and the direction
opposite the BðB̄Þ in the dilepton rest frame. The angle θK
is defined as the angle between the direction of the
kaon and the direction opposite the BðB̄Þ in the K" rest
frame. Finally, the angle ϕ is defined as the angle between
the plane formed by the lþl− system and the K" decay
plane in the BðB̄Þ rest frame. The differential decay rate
can be parametrized using definitions presented in
Ref. [6] by

1

dΓ=dq2
d4Γ

d cos θld cos θKdϕdq2
¼ 9

32π

!
3

4
ð1 − FLÞsin2θK þ FLcos2θKþ

1

4
ð1 − FLÞsin2θK cos 2θl

− FLcos2θK cos 2θl þ S3sin2θKsin2θl cos 2ϕþ S4 sin 2θK sin 2θl cosϕ

þ S5 sin 2θK sin θl cosϕþ S6sin2θK cos θl þ S7 sin 2θK sin θl sinϕ

þ S8 sin 2θK sin 2θl sinϕþ S9sin2θKsin2θl sin 2ϕ
"
; ð1Þ

where the observables FL and Si are functions of q2 only.
The observables P0

i, introduced in Ref. [7] and defined as

P0
i¼4;5;6;8 ¼

Sj¼4;5;7;8ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
FLð1 − FLÞ

p ; ð2Þ

are considered to be largely free of form-factor uncertain-
ties [8]. Any deviation from zero in the difference Qi ¼
Pμ
i − Pe

i would be a direct hint of new physics [9]; here,
i ¼ 4, 5, and Pl

i refers to P0
4;5 in the corresponding lepton

mode. The definition of P0
i values follows the LHCb

convention [2].
In previous measurements of the P0

i observables, only B
0

decays, followed by K"0 decays to Kþπ−, were used [2].
This measurement also uses Bþ decays, where K"þ →
Kþπ0 or K0

Sπ
þ. In total, the decay modes B0 → K"0μþμ−,

Bþ → K"þμþμ−, B0 → K"0eþe−, and Bþ → K"þeþe− are
reconstructed, where the inclusion of charge-conjugate
states is implied if not explicitly stated. The full ϒð4SÞ
data sample is used containing 772 × 106 BB̄ pairs
recorded with the Belle detector [10] at the asymmetric-
energy eþe− collider KEKB [11]. The Belle detector is a
large-solid-angle magnetic spectrometer that consists of
a silicon vertex detector, a 50-layer central drift chamber

(CDC), an array of aerogel threshold Cherenkov counters
(ACC), a barrel-like arrangement of time-of-flight scintil-
lation counters (TOF), and an electromagnetic calorimeter
comprised of CsI(Tl) crystals (ECL), located inside a
superconducting solenoid coil that provides a 1.5 T mag-
netic field. An iron flux return, located outside of the coil, is
instrumented to detect K0

L mesons and to identify muons
(KLM). The detector is described in detail elsewhere [10].
This analysis is validated and optimized using simulated
Monte Carlo (MC) data samples. EvtGen [12] and PYTHIA

[13] are used to simulate the particle decays. Final-state
radiation is calculated by the PHOTOS package [14]. The
detector response is simulated with GEANT3 [15].
For all charged tracks, impact parameter requirements are

applied with respect to the nominal interaction point along
the beam direction (jdzj < 5.0 cm) and in the transverse
plane (dr < 1.0 cm). For electrons, muons, Kþ, and πþ, a
particle identification likelihood is calculated from the
energy loss in the CDC (dE=dx), time-of-flight measure-
ments in the TOF, the response of the ACC, the transverse
shape and size of the showers in the ECL, and information
about hits in the KLM. For electrons, energy loss from
bremsstrahlung is recovered by adding to the candidate the
momenta of photons in a cone of 0.05 radians around the
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Fig. 93: Angular conventions used in the description of the B̄ ! K̄⇤ (! K̄⇡) `+`� decay.

coe�cients [588]

Sj =
�
Ij + Īj

�. d�

dq2
, Aj =

�
Ij � Īj

�. d�

dq2
, (262)

respectively. The two most measured angular observables are the forward-backward asym-

metry and the K⇤ longitudinal polarisation fraction:

AFB =
3

4
S6s +

3

8
S6c , FL = �S2c . (263)

By exploiting symmetry relations it is also possible to construct CP -averaged observables

that are largely insensitive to form-factor uncertainties [591–593]. These are

P1 =
S3

2S2s
, P2 =

S6s

8S2s
, P3 = � S9

4S2s
, (264)

as well as

P 0

4 =
S4

2
p

�S2sS2c
, P 0

5 =
S5

2
p

�S2sS2c
,

P 0

6 =
S7

2
p

�S2sS2c
, P 0

8 =
S8

2
p

�S2sS2c
.

(265)

The above definitions of the coe�cients Sj and the observables Pi and P 0

i correspond to

those used by LHCb [389]. Analog CP -violating observables PCP
i and P 0CP

i can be defined by

simply replacing the coe�cient Sj in the numerator of Pi and P 0

i by the corresponding coef-

ficient Aj . Notice that the observables P1 and P2 are commonly also called A(2)
T = P1 [594],

A(re)
T = 2P2 and A(im)

T = �2P3 [595].

In order to illustrate the importance of Belle II measurements of the observables defined

in (263) to (265), we consider the two cases P1 and P 0
5. At small di-lepton masses the

angular variable P1 is sensitive to the photon polarisation. In fact, in the heavy-quark and

large-energy limit and ignoring ↵s and ms/mb suppressed e↵ects, one finds

A(2)
T ' 2Re (C7C 0

7)

|C7|2 + |C 0
7|2

, A(im)
T ' 2Im (C7C 0

7)

|C7|2 + |C 0
7|2

. (266)

To maximise the sensitivity to the virtual photon, it is necessary to go to very small q2 which

is only possible in the case of the decay B ! K⇤e+e�. Precision measurement of P1 as well
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Figure 2: Results for the CP -averaged angular observables FL, AFB, S5 and P 0
5 in bins of q2.

The data are compared to SM predictions based on the prescription of Refs. [43,44], with the
exception of the P 0

5 distribution, which is compared to SM predictions based on Refs. [70, 71].

q2 [72, 73] to yield more precise determinations of the form factors over the full q2 range.

For the P (0)
i observables, predictions from Ref. [70] are shown using form factors from

Ref. [71]. These predictions are restricted to the region q2 < 8.0GeV2/c4. The results
from Run 1 and the 2016 data are in excellent agreement. A stand-alone fit to the Run 1
data reproduces exactly the central values of the observables obtained in Ref. [1].

Considering the observables individually, the results are largely in agreement with the
SM predictions. The local discrepancy in the P 0

5 observable in the 4.0 < q2 < 6.0GeV2/c4

and 6.0 < q2 < 8.0GeV2/c4 bins reduces from the 2.8 and 3.0 � observed in Ref. [1] to 2.5
and 2.9 �. However, as discussed below, the overall tension with the SM is observed to
increase mildly.

Using the Flavio software package [42], a fit of the angular observables is performed
varying the parameter Re(C9). The default Flavio SM nuisance parameters are used,
including form-factor parameters and subleading corrections to account for long-distance
QCD interference e↵ects with the charmonium decay modes [43, 44]. The same q2 bins as
in Ref. [1] are included. The 3.0 � discrepancy with respect to the SM value of Re(C9)
obtained with the Ref. [1] data set changes to 3.3 � with the data set used here. The
best fit to the angular distribution is obtained with a shift in the SM value of Re(C9) by
�0.99+0.25

�0.21. The tension observed in any such fit will depend on the e↵ective coupling(s)
varied, the handling of the SM nuisance parameters and the q2 bins that are included in
the fit. For example, the 6.0 < q2 < 8.0GeV2/c4 bin is known to be associated with larger
theoretical uncertainties [47]. Neglecting this bin, a Flavio fit gives a tension of 2.4 �

7

Measurement of B → K* ℓ+ℓ- at Belle II is an important cross check for B → K*μ+μ-  anomaly

Sensitivity of Belle II ~5 ab-1 is expected to be similar to 

LHCb’s 4.7 fb-1

Table 66: The Belle II sensitivities of the angular observables in B ! K⇤`+`�. Some numbers

at Belle are extrapolated to 0.71 ab�1.

Observables Belle 0.71 ab�1 Belle II 5 ab�1 Belle II ab�1

FL ([1.0, 2.5] GeV2) 0.19 0.063 0.025

FL ([2.5, 4.0] GeV2) 0.17 0.057 0.022

FL ([4.0, 6.0] GeV2) 0.14 0.046 0.018

FL (> 14.2 GeV2) 0.088 0.027 0.009

P1 ([1.0, 2.5] GeV2) 0.59 0.24 0.078

P1 ([2.5, 4.0] GeV2) 0.53 0.21 0.071

P1 ([4.0, 6.0] GeV2) 0.43 0.17 0.057

P1 (> 14.2 GeV2) 0.33 0.12 0.040

P2 ([1.0, 2.5] GeV2) 0.32 0.12 0.040

P2 ([2.5, 4.0] GeV2) 0.30 0.11 0.036

P2 ([4.0, 6.0] GeV2) 0.24 0.090 0.029

P2 (> 14.2 GeV2) 0.086 0.034 0.011

P3 ([1.0, 2.5] GeV2) 0.32 0.12 0.040

P3 ([2.5, 4.0] GeV2) 0.30 0.11 0.036

P3 ([4.0, 6.0] GeV2) 0.24 0.090 0.029

P3 (> 14.2 GeV2) 0.18 0.068 0.022

P 0
4 ([1.0, 2.5] GeV2) 0.50 0.18 0.056

P 0
4 ([2.5, 4.0] GeV2) 0.45 0.15 0.049

P 0
4 ([4.0, 6.0] GeV2) 0.34 0.12 0.040

P 0
4 (> 14.2 GeV2) 0.26 0.099 0.032

P 0
5 ([1.0, 2.5] GeV2) 0.47 0.17 0.054

P 0
5 ([2.5, 4.0] GeV2) 0.42 0.15 0.049

P 0
5 ([4.0, 6.0] GeV2) 0.34 0.12 0.040

P 0
5 (> 14.2 GeV2) 0.23 0.088 0.027

P 0
6 ([1.0, 2.5] GeV2) 0.50 0.17 0.054

P 0
6 ([2.5, 4.0] GeV2) 0.45 0.15 0.049

P 0
6 ([4.0, 6.0] GeV2) 0.36 0.12 0.040

P 0
6 (> 14.2 GeV2) 0.27 0.10 0.032

P 0
8 ([1.0, 2.5] GeV2) 0.51 0.19 0.061

P 0
8 ([2.5, 4.0] GeV2) 0.47 0.17 0.056

P 0
8 ([4.0, 6.0] GeV2) 0.38 0.14 0.045

P 0
8 (> 14.2 GeV2) 0.27 0.10 0.032

The figure thus allows to determine the significance with which future Belle II measurements

of B ! Xs`+`� can exclude the SM, depending on which are the true values of the Wilson

coe�cients C9 and C10.

For comparison, the 1�, 2� and 3� regions in the CNP
9 – CNP

10 plane that are obtained from

the global analysis [612] are also shown in Figure 94 as red contours. One can see that

Belle II would exclude the SM by more than 5� if the central value CNP
9 = �1 preferred by

the global fit turns out to be correct. Notice that since the underlying hadronic uncertainties
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B → K*μ+μ-
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B→K(*)νν

7

• Btag is a key since two neutrinos are in the final 
state. MVA analysis is employed to further 
improve the Belle II sensitivity.

• Binning with Kaon PT to maximize the 
sensitivity


• Continuum BG is estimated by CR

• FCNC b→s (d) process 
• Independent probe against b→sℓ+ℓ- anomaly

PhysRevLett.127.181802

4

A search for the flavor-changing neutral-current decay B+ ! K+⌫⌫̄ is performed at the Belle II ex-
periment at the SuperKEKB asymmetric energy electron-positron collider. The results are based on
a data sample corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 63 fb�1 collected at the ⌥ (4S) resonance
and a sample of 9 fb�1 collected at an energy 60MeV below the resonance. A novel measurement
method is employed, which exploits topological properties of the B+ ! K+⌫⌫̄ decay that di↵er
from both generic bottom-meson decays and light-quark pair production. This inclusive tagging
approach o↵ers a higher signal e�ciency compared to previous searches. No significant signal is
observed. An upper limit on the branching fraction of B+ ! K+⌫⌫̄ of 4.1⇥ 10�5 is set at the 90%
confidence level.

PACS numbers: 13.25.Hw, 14.40.Nd, 12.15.Mm

Flavor-changing neutral-current transitions, such as
b ! s⌫⌫̄, are suppressed in the Standard Model (SM)
by the extended Glashow–Iliopoulos–Maiani mechanism
[1]. These transitions can only occur at higher orders in
SM perturbation theory via weak amplitudes involving
the exchange of at least two gauge bosons, as illustrated
in Fig. 1. The absence of charged leptons in the final
state reduces the corresponding theoretical uncertainty
compared to b ! s`+`� transitions, which su↵er from a
breaking of factorization caused by photon exchange [2].
The branching fraction of the B+ ! K+⌫⌫̄ decay [3],
which involves a b ! s⌫⌫̄ transition, is predicted to be
(4.6± 0.5)⇥ 10�6 [4].

b s

⌫

⌫

u, c, t

Z

W�

(a) Penguin diagram

b s

⌫ ⌫

u, c, t

`�

W� W+

(b) Box diagram

FIG. 1: Lowest-order quark-level diagrams for the b ! s⌫⌫̄
transition in the SM.

Studies of this rare decay are currently of particular in-
terest, as this process o↵ers a complementary probe of po-
tential non-SM physics scenarios that are proposed to ex-
plain the tensions with the SM predictions in b ! s`+`�

transitions [5] observed in Refs. [6–11]. More generally,
measurements of the B+ ! K+⌫⌫̄ decay help constrain
models that predict new particles, such as leptoquarks
[12], axions [13], or dark matter particles [14].

The study of the B+ ! K+⌫⌫̄ decay is experimen-
tally challenging as the final state contains two neutri-
nos, which leave no signature in the detector and cannot
be used to derive information about the signal B-meson.
Previous searches used tagged approaches, where the sec-
ond B meson produced in the e+e� ! ⌥ (4S) ! BB̄
event is explicitly reconstructed in a hadronic decay [15–
17] or in a semileptonic decay [18, 19]. This tagging
suppresses background events but results in a low sig-
nal reconstruction e�ciency, typically well below 1%. In
all analyses reported to date, no evidence for a signal is
found, and the current experimental upper limit on the

branching fraction is estimated to be 1.6⇥ 10�5 at 90%
confidence level [20].
In this search, a novel and independent inclusive tag-

ging approach is used, inspired by Ref. [21]. This ap-
proach has the benefit of a larger signal e�ciency of
about 4%, at the cost of higher background levels. The
method exploits the distinctive topological features of the
B+ ! K+⌫⌫̄ decay that distinguish this process from
the seven dominant background processes, i.e., other de-
cays of charged and neutral B mesons and continuum
processes (e+e� ! qq̄ with q = u, d, s, c quarks and
e+e� ! ⌧+⌧�). The signal candidates are reconstructed
as a single charged-particle trajectory (track) generated
by the kaon, typically carrying higher momentum than
background particles. The remaining tracks and energy
deposits, referred to as the rest of the event (ROE), can
thus be associated to the decay of the accompanying B
meson. Furthermore, the neutrinos produced in the sig-
nal B-meson decay typically carry a significant fraction
of its energy. The resulting missing momentum is defined
as the momentum needed to cancel the sum of the three-
momenta of all reconstructed tracks and energy deposits
in the center-of-mass system of the incoming beams. The
specific properties of signal events are captured in a va-
riety of discriminating variables used as inputs for event
classifiers to separate signal from background.

This search uses data from e+e� collisions produced
in 2019 and 2020 by the SuperKEKB collider [22].
The data, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of
63 fb�1 [23], are recorded by the Belle II detector at a
center-of-mass energy of

p
s = 10.58GeV, which cor-

responds to the ⌥ (4S) resonance, and contain 68 mil-
lion BB̄ pairs [24]. An additional o↵-resonance sample
of 9 fb�1 integrated luminosity, collected at an energy
60MeV lower than the ⌥ (4S) resonance, is used to con-
strain the yields of continuum processes.
Seven simulated background samples are used to study

the corresponding seven dominant background processes
introduced previously. The decays of charged and neu-
tral B mesons are simulated using the EVTGEN event
generator [25]. KKMC [26] is used to generate the qq̄
pairs, with PYTHIA8 [27] to simulate their hadroniza-
tion and EVTGEN to model the decays of the generated
mesons. KKMC and TAUOLA [28] are employed to simu-
late e+e� ! ⌧+⌧� events. The simulated B+ ! K+⌫⌫̄

S. Cunli↵e ·Prospects for rare B decays at Belle II

Figure 7: Sensitivity to an inclusive lepton uni-

versality ratio defined in Equation 1, for

two regions of squared invariant mass of

the lepton pair. To appear in [29].

squared invariant mass of the lepton pair,
1 < q2 < 6 GeV2/c4 [35]. Belle II will not over-
take the precision of these measurements but
will perform an independent verification. With
approximately 10 ab�1 (3 ab�1) Belle II will
reach the current precision of RK (RK⇤). How-
ever an analogous definition in terms of the in-
clusive decays,

RXs ⌘ B [B ! Xsµ+µ�]

B [B ! Xse+e�]
, (1)

can be made. Such an observable would be chal-
lenging for LHCb, but could be measured with
percent-level precision at Belle II as shown in
Figure 7.

It is also possible to measure the di↵eren-
tial branching fraction (dB/dq2), ACP, and per-
form an angular analysis for these inclusive
B ! Xe+e� and B ! Xµ+µ� decays. In con-
trast to the angular analysis of the exclusive
B ! K⇤µ+µ� decay with many observables, in
an inclusive angular analysis it is only possible
to measure the forward-backward asymmetry of
the leptons (AFB). Current precision [36–38] is
around 30% for dB/dq2, and 20% for AFB and
ACP. Belle II will reach a precision of around
7% for dB/dq2 and 2 � 3% for AFB and ACP.
Figures 8 and 9 show the sensitivity for the for-

Figure 8: Sensitivity to the di↵erential branching

fraction (dB/dq2) in B ! Xs`
+`� de-

cays, for three regions of squared invari-

ant mass of the lepton (` = e, µ) pair.

To appear in [29].

mer two of these observables.

6.3. b ! s⌫⌫̄

Assuming that the B ! K⇤⌫⌫̄ decay occurs at
the rates predicted by the SM [39,40],

B
⇥
B+ ! K+⌫⌫̄

⇤
= (4.7 ± 0.6) ⇥ 106;

B
⇥
B0 ! K⇤0⌫⌫̄

⇤
= (9.5 ± 1.1) ⇥ 106,

Belle II will observe the process and measure
the branching fraction with 10 � 11% uncer-
tainty in 50 ab�1. This decay mode is of similar
interest to B0 ! K⇤0µ+µ� in terms of sensi-
tivity to CNP

9,10, however probing B ! K⇤⌫⌫̄ de-
cays also provides orthogonal information. For
B ! K⇤⌫⌫̄, the factorisation of hadronic e↵ects
is exact (since neutrinos are electrically neutral)
and could be used to extract B ! K hadronic
form-factors to high accuracy [29]. It is also
possible that B ! K⇤⌫⌫̄ can provide model-
dependent information to disentangle possible
NP e↵ects behind the current anomalies [39].

Experimentally, it is possible to use full event
reconstruction and construct the sum of the
missing energy and missing momentum in the
e+e� centre-of-momentum frame. The distri-
bution of this variable is shown in Figure 10.

7

[JHEP02 (2015)184]
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Discovery with 5-10 ab-1 of 
Belle II data?
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g-2 anomaly and vacuum polarization

BELLE2-NOTE-PL-2018-023

• 4.2σ deviation from the SM in (g-2)μ 
‣ new physics? (e.g. SUSY, LQ, ALP, … ) 

• Dominant theo. unc. arises from QCD term (HVP term)

PhysRevLett.126.141801

• Large diff. in measured xsec btw BaBar and KLOE 
• e+e- → hadrons (e.g. π+π-) cross section at Belle II  

‣ Energy of hadrons scales with ISR γ recoil energy 
‣ Small statistics is OK?

μL μR

γ

HVP： Hadronic Vacuum Polarization

Bk and Bq.—Two fast transients induced by the dynam-
ics of charging the ESQ system and firing the SR kicker
magnet slightly influence the actual average field seen by
the beam compared to its NMR-measured value as
described above and in Ref. [61]. An eddy current induced
locally in the vacuum chamber structures by the kicker
system produces a transient magnetic field in the storage
volume. A Faraday magnetometer installed between the
kicker plates measured the rotation of polarized light in a
terbium-gallium-garnet crystal from the transient field to
determine the correction Bk.

The second transient arises from charging the ESQs,
where the Lorentz forces induce mechanical vibrations in
the plates that generate magnetic perturbations. The ampli-
tudes and sign of the perturbations vary over the two
sequences of eight distinct fills that occur in each 1.4 s
accelerator supercycle. Customized NMR probes measured
these transient fields at several positions within one ESQ
and at the center of each of the other ESQs to determine
the average field throughout the quadrupole volumes.
Weighting the temporal behavior of the transient fields
by the muon decay rate, and correcting for the azimuthal
fractions of the ring coverage, 8.5% and 43% respectively,
each transient provides final corrections Bk and Bq to aμ as
listed in Table II.

V. COMPUTING aμ AND CONCLUSIONS

Table I lists the individual measurements of ωa and ω̃0
p,

inclusive of all correction terms in Eq. (4), for the four run
groups, as well as their ratios, R0

μ (the latter multiplied by
1000). The measurements are largely uncorrelated because
the run-group uncertainties are dominated by the statistical
uncertainty on ωa. However, most systematic uncertainties
for both ωa and ω̃0

p measurements, and hence for the ratios
R0

μ, are fully correlated across run groups. The net computed
uncertainties (and corrections) are listed in Table II. The fit
of the four run-group results has a χ2=n:d:f: ¼ 6.8=3,
corresponding to Pðχ2Þ ¼ 7.8%; we consider the Pðχ2Þ to
be a plausible statistical outcome and not indicative of
incorrectly estimated uncertainties. The weighted-average
value isR0

μ ¼ 0.003 707 300 3ð16Þð6Þ, where the first error
is statistical and the second is systematic [82]. From Eq. (2),
we arrive at a determination of the muon anomaly

aμðFNALÞ ¼ 116 592 040ð54Þ × 10−11 ð0.46 ppmÞ;

where the statistical, systematic, and fundamental constant
uncertainties that are listed in Table II are combined in
quadrature. Our result differs from the SMvalue by 3.3σ and
agrees with the BNL E821 result. The combined exper-
imental (Exp) average [83] is

aμðExpÞ ¼ 116 592 061ð41Þ × 10−11 ð0.35 ppmÞ:

The difference, aμðExpÞ − aμðSMÞ ¼ ð251$ 59Þ × 10−11,
has a significance of 4.2σ. These results are displayed
in Fig. 4.
In summary, the findings here confirm the BNL exper-

imental result and the corresponding experimental average
increases the significance of the discrepancy between the
measured and SM predicted aμ to 4.2σ. This result will
further motivate the development of SM extensions,
including those having new couplings to leptons.
Following the Run-1 measurements, improvements to

the temperature in the experimental hall have led to greater

TABLE II. Values and uncertainties of the R0
μ correction terms

in Eq. (4), and uncertainties due to the constants in Eq. (2) for aμ.
Positive Ci increase aμ and positive Bi decrease aμ.

Quantity
Correction
terms (ppb)

Uncertainty
(ppb)

ωm
a (statistical) % % % 434

ωm
a (systematic) % % % 56

Ce 489 53
Cp 180 13
Cml −11 5
Cpa −158 75

fcalibhωpðx; y;ϕÞ ×Mðx; y;ϕÞi % % % 56
Bk −27 37
Bq −17 92

μ0pð34.7°Þ=μe % % % 10
mμ=me % % % 22
ge=2 % % % 0

Total systematic % % % 157
Total fundamental factors % % % 25
Totals 544 462

FIG. 4. From top to bottom: experimental values of aμ from
BNL E821, this measurement, and the combined average. The
inner tick marks indicate the statistical contribution to the total
uncertainties. The Muon g − 2 Theory Initiative recommended
value [13] for the standard model is also shown.

PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS 126, 141801 (2021)

141801-7
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5Invisibly Decaying Z’ Boson
• Z’ boson - vector portal mediator between Dark Sector and Standard Model. 

➡Dark Matter, , . 

• Consider scenario: 

➡Z’ coupling only to 2nd and 3rd generation leptons (  model). 

➡Z’ decays primarily as   (invisible) 

• Hermetic Belle II detector and clean collisions allow precision determination of missing energy! 

(g − 2)μ b → sμ+μ−

Lμ − Lτ

Z′ → χχ
e+e−

e+

e− μ∓ / 

μ±

Z′ 

χ
χ̄

γ*

B. Shuve and I. Yavin, Phys. Rev. D 89, 113004 (2014).
W. Altmannshofer, S. Gori, S. Profumo & F. Queiroz. J. High Energy Phys. 12 (2016) 106.
D. Curtin, R. Essig, S. Gori & J. Shelton. J. High Energy Phys. 02 (2015) 157.

Default channel: 

 + Missing Energy 

Lepton flavour violating channel: 

 + Missing Energy

e+e− → μ±μ∓

e+e− → μ±e∓

e∓

ee → μμ + missing  
ee → μe + missing (LFV)

• Main BG 

• τ+τ- (1-prong) + missing energy (neutrino)

• μ+μ- + γ (being missing) 


• Limit on Z’—SM coupling (g’) 
 g’> 5 x 10-2 ＠ 90% CL

Invisible decay
• U(1)Lμ-Lτ model considers Lμ-Lτ as a new charge: 

‣ Sensitive to (g-2)μ anomaly or b→sμ+μ-

‣ Z’ couples to only τ, μ, ντ,μ in the SM Phys. Rev. Lett. 124, 141801 (2020)

μL μR

γ

Z’

μL-μR
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6Invisibly Decaying Z’ Boson Search
• Signal would produce narrow peak in distribution of recoil mass computed from (LFV: ). 

• Dominant backgrounds: 

➡ : ’s decay single prong, missing energy from neutrinos.  

➡ , photon is undetected.  

• No significant excess observed in either search.

μ±μ∓ μ±e∓

e+e− → τ+τ− τ
e+e− → μ+μ−(γ)

Default:  μ±μ∓ LFV:  μ±e∓

https://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.124.141801
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ALP search

• GeV scale ALP (a) as a pseudo portal mediator btw 
Dark Sector and SM


• Peak hunting by selecting events with three photons 
with invariant mass consistent with √s. 


• Background dominated by (irreducible) ee →3γ

• Set upper limits on σ(ee→γa)  

— no excess in 0.2 < ma < 9.7 GeV/c2
ee → μμ + missing  

           Savino Longo (savino.longo@desy.de)                                                                                                                                         

8
Axion-Like Particles (ALP)

• GeV-scale ALPs ( ) - pseudoscalar portal mediator between Dark Sector and Standard Model. 

• If ALP-photon coupling ( ) dominates, . 

• Search targets mass region where ALP decay is prompt and photons can be well resolved by Belle II.

a
gaγγ B(a → γγ) ≈ 100 %

M. Dolan, T. Ferber, C. Hearty, F. Kahlhoefer & K. Schmidt-Hoberg, J. High Energy Phys. 12, 094 (2017).

gaγγ dominant (prompt decay) 

B(a→γγ)~100%

           Savino Longo (savino.longo@desy.de)                                                                                                                                         

9Searching for Axion-Like Particles
• Select events that have three photons with invariant mass consistent 

with the collision . 

• Search for narrow peak in  or  (optimized for ALP resolution). 

➡Largest background from 

s
M2

recoil M2
γγ

e+e− → γγ(γ)
 :  GeVM2

recoil ma ≥ 6.85:  GeVM2
γγ ma < 6.85

M2
recoil

M2
γγ
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with the collision . 
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M2

recoil M2
γγ

e+e− → γγ(γ)
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M2
recoil

M2
γγ
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10ALP Search Results
• Search spanned  GeV/ . 

• No significant excess observed. 

➡Largest local significance at  corresponding to .

0.2 < ma < 9.7 c2

ma = 0.477 GeV/c2 2.8σ

Local significance =  2.8σ

           Savino Longo (savino.longo@desy.de)                                                                                                                                         

11Exclusion on ALP-Photon Coupling
• Upper limit (95% CL) set on ALP-photon coupling reaching below . 

➡Limits exceed recast from  analysis by LEP-II.  

• Results published: F. Abudinén et al. (Belle II Collaboration) Phys. Rev. Lett. 125, 161806 (2020) 

10−3

e+e− → γγUpper limit on σ(ee → γa) Upper limit on ma vs gaγγ

Phys. Rev. Lett. 125, 161806 (2020)

Axion Like Particles
� Axion Like Particles (ALPs)

± Emerge from global symmetry breaking or string compactification
� 181820 spices of ALPs in a string theory realizing SM gauge group, 

2001.07258
± Unlike the QCD axion, no relation between mass and decay 

constant
� Can exist wide range of parameter space

� ALPs could be just around the corner?

So many ALPs !?

PDG Belle II

lighter ALPs heavier ALPs

https://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.125.161806


Over the decade of their operation, Belle and BaBar experiments improved the sensi-
tivity of LFV ⌧ decay modes by ⇠2 orders of magnitude w.r.t. CLEO experiment at CESR
e+e� collider. Stringent bounds on LFV decays are set, the most recent result being the
ones reported by Belle in search for the decays ⌧� ! `�� (` = e, µ). No significant excess
over background predictions was observed and upper limits were set on LFV branching
fractions ranging between 10�7

� 10�8 at the 90% confidence level.

Figure 2: Projection of expected upper limits at the Belle II experiment [54] and cur-
rent status of observed upper limits at CLEO, BaBar, Belle, ATLAS, CMS and LHCb
experiments [55] on LFV, LNV and BNV processes in ⌧ decays.

Current experimental status on the observed bounds on LFV in the 52 benchmark ⌧
decay channels are shown in Figure 2. Belle II will collect an immense amount of data from
e+e� annihilation at the upgraded SuperKEKB facility. This will be one of the factors
pushing up the sensitivity of LFV probes at Belle II. Equally important is the increase of
the signal detection e�ciency which directly translates into enhancement in sensitivity.
At Belle and BaBar, the signal e�ciencies lied between 3% and 12% depending on the
decay channel. At Belle II an increase in the signal e�ciency will be achieved due to
anticipated higher trigger e�ciencies; improvements in the vertex reconstruction, charged
track and neutral meson reconstructions, particle identification; as well as from a better
understanding of the physics backgrounds and refinements in the analysis techniques.

Projections for two illustrative scenarios of luminosity L = 5 ab�1 and 50 ab�1 for Belle
II are shown in Figure 2, and listed in the Table 1 in Section 6. The extrapolations are done
from the expected limits obtained at the Belle experiment, assuming similar e�ciencies of
the individual channels. The presence of irreducible backgrounds for ⌧� ! `�� decays is

5
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τLFV search
• Taus are also pair-produced at SuperKEKB — σ(ττ): 0.9nb, σ(Y(4S)): 1.2nb
• τLFV decay proceeds via neutrino oscillation in the SM (~10-54) which is expected 

to be much smaller than new physics contribution (10-7 - 10-10 ?)

Belle II is a unique 
experiment for τLFV

τ→μγ example

W

μτ
ντ

γ

νμ
τ

χ

~

~ μ

γ

ℓSM SUSY

arXiv:2203.14919

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2203.14919.pdf
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Challenges and prospect



Belle II shift scheme in 2020c
� Keep minimizing person-to-person contact, avoiding 3C, and taking hygiene.
� New scheme of 2 remote + 1 local CR shifters

͙�ZĞŵŽƚĞ�ƐŚŝĨƚĞƌƐ�ĂƌĞ�ĂĐƚŝǀĞůǇ�ǁŽƌŬŝŶŐ͕�ĂŶĚ�ůŽĂĚ�ŽŶ�ůŽĐĂů�ƉĞŽƉůĞ�ŚĂƐ�ďĞĞŶ�ƌĞĚƵĐĞĚ͘

2020b

2020c

2

credit: K. Matsuoka

• Key to minimize the risk of infection  
• Limited number of people (~40 people) available at KEK  
• New shift scheme implemented for detector operation 


• One operation shifter in ctrl room

• Two remote operation shifters (off campus)

• BCG shifter (going back and forth btw acc. room and another bldg)


• Beam background monitoring 

• Lead communication with acc. operators (KCG)


• Safety shifter and detector sub-system experts support them online
 October 17, 2022,  Keisuke Yoshihara

Operation in during the pandemic

35
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Ref: https://twitter.com/belle2collab/status/1376800773397307396
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Major issues for stable operation

� Accidental firing of LER injection kicker (K1-3)
± D06H3 collimator may be damaged, but no increase of the beam background was observed.

� Stability of the injection performance
± Beam current was occasionally limited by poor injection or beam aborts happened frequently.

� Large LER-beam loss of unknown cause
± It often caused collimator damage, which likely increases the beam background, beam aborts,

and QCS quench.

� Earthquake
± The luminosity performance tuned up for many days can be easily ruined by an earthquake.

3
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Step size in baking run Plan (Feb 16)
Plan (Mar 25) Plan (Apr 22)
Plan (May 10) Achievement

Accidental 
firing of LER 
injection kicker

x2

Recovery from 
big earthquake

QCS quench
D02V1 damaged

D06V1
damaged

QCS quench Golden Week

כ௬ߚ ൌ ͲǤͺ mm

QCS quench
D06V1 damaged

QCS quench

QCS quench
D02V1, D06V1 
damaged

QCS quench

QCS quench

• QCS quench and/or collimator damage

• the machine condition sometimes changes after these accidents

• collimator damage increased the beam background and the frequency of 

sudden beam loss events.

• βy* = 0.8 mm operation for short period of time. 


• It was very difficult to increase the beam current because the beam injection 
performance was poor (due to short lifetime and collimator damage)

2022 run operation summary
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Beam background crucial to maintain 
Belle II detector performance 

• Movable collimators

• arc and horizontal collimators near IP

• vertical collimators


• Shielding structures

• tungsten in QCS and VXD volume

• polyethylene shield for neutrons

How to reduce beam background?

• Single-beam background

• Touschek, beam-gas, synchrotron 

radiation, injection background

• Luminosity background


• radiative Bhabha, two photon process

3 1, 2

New
LER D03
H1

New
LER D06
V2

Move
LER D06
H1

: Horizontal
: Vertical

Phase 2 ମ�3

Beam Beam

崛嵒嵉嵤崧嵤嵀崫崱峘ം
11/15峘ઈૡর峕ে峁峉崻嵤嵈崊嵄嵤崰峘岬峒岝D02V1崛嵒嵉嵤崧嵀崫崱岶ം峁峐岮峵岽峒岶
峹岵峍峉岞
崛嵒嵉嵤崧峙崻嵤嵈崛崊峘ఢఈ峕岬峵崻嵤嵈崷嵕嵤峼ૃ峫峵峉峫峘嵆崡崗ಎ઼岞
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vertical collimator

credit: K. Kojima

Beam Background

14

Beam background: beam particles deviated from the nominal orbit will eventually 
be lost by hitting beam pipe or collimator and generate EM shower.

• Single beam background:  

Touschek effect, Beam gas, Injection BG, Synchrotron rad.

• Luminosity background:  

Radiative Bhabha, Two-photon process

August 4 2022 Keisuke Yoshihara

Beam background

Coulomb scattering between 
particles with in a beam bunch

e-

e+ e+

e-

Radiative Bhabha processBeam gas

Bremsstrahlung or Coulomb 
scattering with a gas atom in 
the beam pipe

Touschek effect
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• “Sudden Beam Loss” (SBL) : stored beam is suddenly lost for unknown 
cause. It sometimes occurs in association with a QCS quench or 
causes severe damage on collimator head or VXD detector. 


• SBL has been a major limitation in machine operation, in particular 
when going for higher beam current.

Damaged D02V1 collimator head Radiation dose around IP (diamond)

> 1000 mrad in total

beam aborted

-1 turn-2 turn-3 turn

Beam Current Monitor

Beam loss (from previous turn)

bu
nc

h 
cu

rr
en

t [
m

A]
Δ 

I 
[m

A]

Severe damage on LER D02V1 collimator 
after the huge beam loss on June 6th

- After the huge beam loss event on June 6th, LER BG increased significantly

- D02V1 collimator jaws were severely damaged (deep scar on the bottom jaw)

- We lost 3~4 days for the collimator replacement work and the baking runs

Beam

Beam Beam

Understanding the cause of huge beam loss events is essential for the stable 

operation at high beam currents. Where in the ring the beam abnormality initially 

occurs? Adding more sensors to the key collimators will help to understand the 

initial beam loss position. 14

June 6

Sudden beam loss
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Our approaches against SBL

1. Beam diagnosis system 
‣ Can we identify the location of initial beam loss? Adding beam loss 

monitors may give us a hint for SBL mechanism?


2. Fast beam abort  
‣ We have to protect our hardware and detector from SBL. Radiation 

dose lost in the ring can be reduced by improving the speed of the 
beam abort.

What can cause SBL events? We don’t know the reason yet. 

But is there something we can do?

0. International SBL taskforce  
‣ SBL was also observed in previous machines

‣ An internal task force (CERN, SLAC, IHEP, etc) was created to 

tackle SBL issue better understanding the mechanism behind it
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• At present, 7 loss monitors (CsI+PMT or 
EMT) have been newly installed in the 
main ring. White Rabbit (CERN) is used 
for time synchronization.

Adding more “eyes” to find the hint for the cause of the loss!

• A new beam diagnosis system is developed to 
identify the location of the loss w/ accuracy of 
20 m in the MR (corresponding to ~100 ns)

Beam diagnosis system

 August 8, 2022,  Keisuke Yoshihara 34

• At present, 7 loss monitors (CsI+PMT or EMT) have been newly installed 
in the main ring. White Rabbit (CERN) is used for time synchronization.

October 14 2021 Keisuke Yoshihara 4

Team

CsI+PMT

D02V1 CsI signal

abort signal

22 μs

Adding more “eyes” to find the hint for the cause of the loss!

• A new beam diagnosis system is developed. It consists of fast loss monitors 
and time sync system and it is dedicated to identify the location of the loss w/ 
accuracy of 20 m in the MR (corresponding to ~100 ns)

Beam diagnosis system

April 7 2022 Keisuke Yoshihara 35

• In order to find a location of the initial loss, we need 
fast sensors and time synchronization system.  

• 7 loss monitors (CsI+PMT, EMT) have been installed 
so far around collimator locations (smallest aperture 
in the ring) since summer 2021. 

D10

D07

Already installed

To be installed

TB4

• In LS1, more sensors will be installed to be a full scale system (>12 loss monitors).

‣Any suggestion about where to further install is highly appreciated!  

• White Rabbit (referred to as WR in the following slides) developed by CERN has 
been introduced as time sync system.

Motivation
-EMT delivered 11th Oct. Assembly and signal check is done.
-PMT (R9980U-110) based but aluminum used for Photoelectric surface.
R&D has been done by T2K for muon beam monitor.

EMT EMT + divider circuit

CsI+PMT EMT

high radiation tolerance sensor 

More sensors
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• In order to find a location of the initial loss, we need 
fast sensors and time synchronization system.  

• 7 loss monitors (CsI+PMT, EMT) have been installed 
so far around collimator locations (smallest aperture 
in the ring) since summer 2021. 

D10

D07

Already installed

To be installed

TB4

• In LS1, more sensors will be installed to be a full scale system (>12 loss monitors).

‣Any suggestion about where to further install is highly appreciated!  

• White Rabbit (referred to as WR in the following slides) developed by CERN has 
been introduced as time sync system.

Motivation
-EMT delivered 11th Oct. Assembly and signal check is done.
-PMT (R9980U-110) based but aluminum used for Photoelectric surface.
R&D has been done by T2K for muon beam monitor.

EMT EMT + divider circuit

CsI+PMT EMT

high radiation tolerance sensor 

More sensors
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Fast beam abort

• According to the abort analysis, the first 
beam loss tends to be detected by D06 
sensors (except for QCS quench events).  

• The faster abort can be achieved by:

　　① having a sensor at better location

　　② faster sensor

　　③ shorter transmission path

Transmission path (③) 

8
1.
38
us 3.44us

CCB

D7
D6

D4

abort 
module 
(slave)

abort 
module 
(master)

kicker 
circuit kicker

CCBLocal CR D07

1.38us

abort gap 
waiting

abort module 
(master, new)

kicker 
circuit 
(new)D06, NLC (D04), …

An installation of a new master module 
at D07 is required.A transmission path changes 

from → to →

Kaji-san

Pseudo abort signal with D06V1 LM (① & ②)

6

There is an ongoing study to see how much improvement is anticipated if our loss 
monitors issue the beam abort comparing to CLAWS abort at IP.

Kitamura-san
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Luminosity projection

https://confluence.desy.de/display/BI/Belle+II+Luminosity

1.6 ab-1 
Conservative 

estimate based 
on 2021 machine 

param.

4 ab-1 
Estimate incl. 

expected 
improvement
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• PXD2 installation 

‣ Current PXD is incomplete (10 out of 20 ladders installed)

‣ PXD will be fully re-installed in 2022 shutdown (→PXD2).

‣ New IP chamber also in production


• Additional synchrotron radiation/neutron shielding

• TOP MCP-PMT replacement

‣ Large beam background causes QE 

degradation on old type PMTs.

‣ Some PMT will be replaced by life-

extended ALD PMTs

• Collimator system upgrade


‣ Non linear collimator installation (LER)

‣ Robust collimator head (LER)


• Beam pipe upgrade at injection point (HER)
Due to problems in ladder gluing, only half of designed 
PXD (full L1+ 2 L2 ladders) was installed in 2018/2019. 

KEK (High Energy Accelerator Research Organization)

ピクセル検出器第 2 層
• 組立工程の問題 (接着)	により量産ラダーを 一部損失。
• 2 層目は 12	本中 2	本のラダーのみを入れて運転中。

ピクセル検出器の再量産状況・再導入計画

• ドイツでラダーを円筒形状に組み上げ、試験ののち本年 10	月
までに KEK	へ移送。

• 2022	年に導入

進捗 必要数 完成ラダー 他完成部品
第 1	層 8 本 2 本 4 本分
第 2 層 12 本 10 本 5 本分

Belle IIが完全体に

長期シャットダウンになるため、
2021年末までにBelle以上の統計量の獲得を目指す!

20/09/16 日本物理学会 ２０２０年秋季大会

→ Belle II detector will be complete! 
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Detector/machine work in LS1
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• IR upgrade (QCS and its beam pipes) is essential to achieve 50 ab-1  

(and peak luminosity of > 6 x 1035 cm-2s-1)


• Strong beam-beam effect observed at high-bunch current 

• Narrow physical aperture in QCS beam pipes

• Large beam background at Belle II

• Narrow dynamic aperture at high-bunch current at small βy*

Details are still under discussion, these items are challenging
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IR upgrade (long term)
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Summary

46

• SuperKEKB/Belle II is a new generation B-factory having unique 
capabilities for new physics search. 

• CP violation 
• Rare decay 
• Dark sector 
• tau physics 

• Machine operation going well so far and 427 fb-1 has been collected. 
• LER/HER: 1460/1143 mA 
• n. bunch: 2346 bunches (2-bucket spacing)  
• Peak luminosity: 4.65 x 1034 cm-2s-1 

• During the LS1, detector and machine upgrade going on.

stay tuned.
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Thank you!
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